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“Like swordplay itself, By the Sword is elegant, accurate, romantic, and full of brio—the
definitive study, hugely readable, of man’s most deadly art.”—Simon WinchesterWith a new
Preface by the authorNapoleon fenced. So did Shakespeare, Karl Marx, Grace Kelly, and
President Truman, who as a schoolboy would practice fencing with Bess—his future wife—
when the two of them returned home from school. Lincoln was a canny dueler. Ignatius Loyola
challenged a man to a duel for denying Christ’s divinity (and won). Less successful, but no less
enthusiastic, was Mussolini, who would tell his wife he was “off to get spaghetti,” their code to
avoid alarming the children. By the Sword is an epic history of sword fighting—a science, an
art, and, for many, a religion that began at the dawn of civilization in ancient Egypt and has
been an obsession for mankind ever since. With wit and insight, Richard Cohen gives us an
engrossing history of the world via the sword.Praise for By the Sword“Touché! While
scrupulous and informed about its subject, Richard Cohen’s book is about more than
swordplay. It reads at times like an alternative social history of the West.”—Sebastian Faulks “In
writing By the Sword, [Cohen] has shown that he is as skilled with the pen as he is with the
sword.”—The New York Times“Irresistible . . . extraordinary . . . vivid and hugely enjoyable.”—
The Economist “A virtual encyclopedia on the subject of sword fighting.”—San Francisco
Chronicle“Literate, learned, and, beg pardon, razor-sharp . . . a pleasure for practitioners, and a
rewarding entertainment for the armchair swashbuckler.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
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Grenoble//ARJv3.1_r1FOR KathyTHE TEN YEARS SINCE THIS BOOK WAS FIRST
PUBLISHED HAVE SEEN radical changes to the sport of swordplay. Some are technical, as
revisions to this book will show. Some are administrative: a Russian billionaire has taken over
as head of the international body that runs fencing, and he is determined to make it a
worldwide, televisual sport. I wish him luck.As for the United States, at the end of the first week
of the 2008 Games, fully 10 percent of its entire Olympic tally was from fencing—six medals,
their best haul ever. In women’s saber, the remarkable Mariel Zagunis took Olympic gold in
2004 as well as in Beijing (where her compatriots were second and third), then added a world
championship in 2010. There are now more than 100,000 registered fencers in America—the
sport a long way from being one that well into the twentieth century was peopled by only the
wealthy upper classes and the privileged, leavened by competitors from the armed services
and by immigrants from the fencing countries of Europe. Fencing has become
democratized.Certainly the old order is under attack: At the last world championships, in Sicily
in 2011, Italian women foilists took first, second, and third places, but mighty France was
nowhere. Koreans placed third, fifth, and nineteenth, and for the first time ever at world or
Olympic level a Korean won the men’s individual saber. China won the same event at the
Beijing Olympics—another first—while Japan took silver in the men’s foil, their first-ever fencing
medal. It is far from an Asian invasion, however: Estonia has the current men’s épée champion;
a Greek woman recently won a world cup saber event while Romania and Ukraine are new
among the medalists.For this revised edition I have corrected some errors and brought other
passages up to date. For production reasons, there has been no room for stories about some
of the celebrities that I have discovered fence—from Mark Zuckerberg of Facebook fame and
Angelina Jolie (who early on so loved swords that she wanted her home to boast its own salle)
to Nijinsky and Friedrich Engels—who, sadly, never took on his fellow fencer Karl Marx. But
there is room, I think, for one recent story that epitomizes the spirit of fencing.It concerns two
Italian foilists, Andrea Baldini (born 1985) and Andrea Cassarà (born 1984). In the 2008
Olympics, the rules for participation were that each country could enter just two fencers for an
individual event. Cassarà was ranked third in the world but amazingly was not in line for
selection, as during the qualification period he was behind Baldini and another Italian,
Salvatore Sanzo. Baldini had won silver at both the 2006 and 2007 world championships, but in
the run-up to China he was on fire, and by August, just weeks before the Games, was viewed
as the hot favorite for the gold. Then, on August 1, it was announced that he had tested
positive for the banned diuretic furosemide, more commonly known as Lasix; it appears on the
World Anti-Doping Agency’s (WADA) banned drug list as an alleged masking agent. Baldini
was said to have used the drug during the European champion ships in Kiev earlier that
summer: As a result he was banned from the Games. Andrea Cassarà duly went in his place



but got no further than the quarterfinals.From the moment the drug test results were
announced, Baldini strenuously maintained his innocence and protested that he was the victim
of tampering—specifically, that Cassarà and the Italian team doctor had conspired to lace his
drink. The prosecutors from Baldini’s hometown of Livorno investigated the claim. “Sabotage?
It’s a hypothesis that the International Fencing Federation (FIE) has not ruled out,” said the
head of the Italian Fencing Federation. The next year Baldini was readmitted to competition,
winning two gold medals at the European championships that July in Bulgaria. But relations
between him and Cassarà were such that bodyguards were taken on to ensure that the fencers
did not come to blows. In team events, where one foilist hands over his electric cord to a
colleague, spectators watched as the bodyguards were kept busy. The enmity between the two
champions became a talking point for the whole international fencing community.In October,
both Baldini and Cassarà were on the Italian team for the world championships in Turkey. One
of them was careless in the seeding rounds, and they found themselves facing off in the
quarterfinals. Other competitors stopped whatever they were doing to come and watch. As
always, the fight was the first to fifteen, and the advantage swayed from one fencer to another,
until the score reached 14–all. Normally, a well-timed attack scores a hit, or else a lightning
riposte. Very occasionally, a phase goes to a third action—a counterriposte. The two fencers
probed warily to see who would launch a final attack, forward and back, forward and back. At
last, Baldini launched an attack. Cassarà parried and made a riposte. Baldini parried, and
counterriposted. Still no hit. Finally, after six such actions, Baldini’s weapon got through: He had
won, 15–14. Indeed, he would go on to beat the Russian Artem Sedov 15–6 in the semifinals
and Zhu Jun of China 15–11 in the final, to win his first world championship. But that was all
anticlimax. As he took off his mask against Cassarà the audience hushed to see what would
happen. The two men stepped forward and embraced each other for a long moment, both
realizing that only Cassarà had the skills to allow Baldini to express his unique talent.The
crowd erupted. On the podium, Baldini displayed an Italian flag with lyrics from Bob Dylan’s
“The Hurricane” written on it:That’s the story of the Hurricane,but it won’t be over till they clear
his nameAnd give him back the time he’s donePut him in a prison cell but one time he could-a
beenThe champion of the world.As I write, in March 2012, Cassarà is the reigning world
champion and the undisputed favorite going into the London Games. This time it is Baldini who
is struggling for a place in the Italian team, although sentiment suggests he will be selected. As
so often, fencing is about so much more than who will emerge the victor.CoverTitle
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Presse]A beginning is the time for taking the most delicate care that the balances are correct.—
PRINCESS IRULAN, IN FRANK HERBERT’S Dune, 1965THIRTY YEARS AGO I FOUGHT
THE ONLY DUEL OF MY LIFE. IT wouldn’t have satisfied the dictionary definition, which
requires that deadly weapons be used—competition sabers are hardly that—but it was
certainly a “prearranged formal combat between two persons, fought to settle a point of honor.”
And honor was duly satisfied, if not quite in the way I anticipated.Back then, Britain had one
showpiece fencing event, held over two weekends every spring in the center of London. On the
second Saturday night, the final eight competitors, dressed all in white against a black
background, squared off under arc lights on a specially raised strip, or “piste.” Many in the
audience of some eight hundred were in evening dress, and radio and television covered it
closely: a daunting occasion, even for a seasoned international.The event was conducted in an
elimination format, with the finalists fencing off in pairs. Between the semifinals and the final
the audience was usually entertained with a short costume drama, but that year the organizers
decided instead to offer a duel between the respective champions of the two top-ranking clubs
—the biggest in the country, the legendary Salle Paul, and my own, Salle Boston. (Clubs are
often called “salles,” a holdover from the days when French masters gave lessons in their own
rooms.) The first fencer to score ten hits would receive a purse of £100—about $1,000
today.We had the national champion, David Acfield, so were feeling confident, but about three
weeks before the fight, David told me that he had been approached by Salle Paul to “come to
an arrangement.” The fight would be rigged: Boston, the favorites, would get £60, Paul £40. As
club captain, what did I think? I responded with a mixture of self-confidence, priggishness, and
fondness for a gamble: first, I said, I thought David would win; second, I didn’t want to be party
to such a scheme; third, I liked the risk involved—all or nothing: the deal was not on. This didn’t
appeal to David, but he accepted my decision, if grudgingly. Not long after we talked, he injured
his leg one evening at training and within a few days reported that we would have to find a
replacement. The club did: me. By this time we had learned that Salle Paul was not happy with
our refusal to split the purse and was determined to teach us a lesson. It was going to be a
battle of honor after all.My opponent would be Paul’s top performer, David Eden. I should
explain about the Eden family. David, the eldest of three brothers, had studied to be a concert
pianist but had proved to be temperamentally unsuited to this. His father was a self-made
businessman who specialized in wholesaling fashionable clothes to the cheaper end of the
market. All three sons had gone to a state school in southwest London. In the previous decade,
state schools had come under pressure to give up boxing, which almost overnight had made
fencing vastly more popular, and the Edens had taken up the sport with a vengeance, all three
sons going on to win international honors, David in both foil and saber.With a foil the target is
the torso, and one can score only with the point; with a saber the point may be used, but one is
also free to slash and cut, and the target is anywhere above the hips—head, arms, hands are
all fair game. The saber is the more dramatic weapon, more like what one sees in the cinema.
And David was famously exhibitionistic. Off the strip he would dress all in black, his shirt
unbuttoned to midchest, revealing thick black hair on which rested a gold medallion and chain.
He sported a gold watch, gold rings, and a heavy black beard. That year he had been going
out with Miss Scotland, but he later married the blond ex-girlfriend of his soccer alter ego,



George Best. He was just under six feet tall, with broad shoulders, a deep chest, and a piratical
smile. Altogether a bit of a lad.He was also prodigiously talented. Between 1973 and 1974 he
would win the British Open, the Commonwealth Games, and his international colors. I regularly
lost to him, albeit by narrow margins. It was generally accepted that he had a short fuse: after
one disputed decision I watched him hurl his mask the length of the hall, and once, in a grudge
fight against a man who had seduced his coach’s wife, he delivered an uppercut to his
opponent’s mask, hilt side on, that almost laid the man out.By Saturday evening, it was
becoming difficult to concentrate. I arrived at Baker Street’s Seymour Hall, a building of faded
Victorian grandeur more often used for lectures and conferences, and made my way round the
back of the audience to the rooms put aside for the fencers. There was no one there, just
several sets of discarded clothing, but I could hear the muffled shouts and applause as the
épéeists did battle. I donned my white breeches, long white socks, and special fencing shoes,
and slipped into a ragged T-shirt that I superstitiously thought brought me luck, then put on my
canvas jacket. Glove, mask, and saber in hand, I walked from the changing rooms past a long
line of spectators, feeling like a prizefighter about to enter the ring. As I stepped up onto the
piste I saw that David was already there.In 1972, the scoring system in saber (unlike foil and
épée) had yet to be electrified, so we each had two judges watching us, one on either side of
the piste, who would move up and down the strip in concert with us, expected to assess every
hit. Controlling the fight and posted in midpiste was the referee, whose job was to analyze the
action and add his vote on hits—five judges for two combatants.I saluted each in turn, then my
opponent.“Gentlemen, en garde. Are you ready?” said the referee. “Then fence.”What does one
look at in a duel? The eyes of one’s opponent? His face? The angle of his body, the stance he
assumes? Or maybe his blade as it arcs towards its target? All of them, in a way. One is
hyperaware, sensing how the audience may be reacting, while focusing on the man in front of
you. One thinks at lightning speed: they say that one needs at least a twentieth of a second to
decide on an appropriate action, as long again to carry it out. But often there is no time for
thought at all. So fencers, whatever their level, take lessons not just to learn new moves but to
hone those they already know, so that their reactions become instinctive. That is the challenge
—to place what one’s muscles know by heart at the disposition of what one is telling them to
do.When we changed ends at the halfway point, I found I was leading 5–1. Maybe to play up to
the large crowd, David had been taking flamboyant parries, trying to predict where my blade
would land, but his guesses were going wrong and each time I got through. The change of
sides, however, brought a change in fortune. Suddenly David’s guesses seemed telepathic, as
if he knew exactly where I had chosen to aim. Three times he parried me, his ripostes whipping
through. I shifted tactics, concentrating on defense; but he advanced rapidly, launching a long
attack that landed across my chest. His judges’ hands shot up immediately: 5–all.Fleetingly I
reflected on how such intuition comes into play far more than one thinks—that racing drivers
can know exactly when to accelerate, tennis players sense just where their opponents are
going to place the ball. Small comfort now. I tried to attack again, but David stretched out his
arm at just the right moment, and, rushing forward too eagerly, I impaled myself on his point.
As soon as the referee told us to fence again, I attacked at David’s head, but he took a fast
parry and, with a loud cry of triumph, riposted to my mask, using so much force that his blade
whipped over the protective mesh and sliced into the back of my head. My jacket was spattered
with blood. I could hear gasps from the audience.The score was 5–8: I was down by three hits.
This wasn’t how it was meant to be. I was the good guy, the one who wouldn’t fix the fight—the
Catholic ex–public school boy, courteous and in control, up against the state school playboy
villain. The hall seemed suddenly hot, and when I put my free hand to the back of my head my



fingers came away red and sticky. I glanced at the audience but saw only one of David’s side
judges looking at me with disgust, as if to convey that no one who threw away such a
commanding lead deserved to win.I had to change tactics but still keep up the pressure. I tried
taking smaller steps forward and hold up my attacking movement, to gain the split second that
would tell me when David committed himself to a parry, so that I could alter my attack
accordingly. He was so caught up in the success of his comeback that he continued to take
premeditated parries; only now he was again guessing wrong. When he next attacked I caught
him on the arm as he stepped forward. Soon it was 9–all.At such a point, a bout is close to an
actual duel. One hit, and it is over—not death or painful injury but defeat and, most often,
elimination. A fencer becomes acutely aware that it is one on one, steel on steel.I moved
quickly down the piste, determined to be the one to launch the final attack. As I advanced,
David straightened his sword arm just as he had earlier, reckoning that I wouldn’t expect that
move again. This time, though, I brought my saber sideways in a swift chest parry. The blades
touched, and I jabbed out my riposte to the side of David’s mask. As I did so I felt the tip of
David’s saber land hard just below my heart. Had I parried sufficiently, or would the judges rule
that David’s counter had gone straight through? I knew I’d been hit, but that could have been
the “remise”—David hitting me only after my parry? I looked down at the judges on David’s
side of the piste. Both had their hands raised. I glanced at David. I couldn’t make out his eyes,
but it was obvious from the way he was standing that he too was unsure how it was going to
go.The referee turned first to David’s judges. “The point counterattack—did it arrive?”“No. I’m
claiming for the move after that,” said the first judge. So for him my parry was good—one vote
for me.The second judge’s turn. “First parried.” A second vote for me.The referee turned to my
judges, but David didn’t wait. He already had his mask off and was holding out his hand. “Well
done,” he said.Later that year David left Salle Paul and joined our club, gold medallion and all.
He turned out to be one of the most sporting fencers I have known: no more right uppercuts.
Our club used the £100 purse to help send its top five sabreurs to the annual international in
New York the following March: my first visit to America. Now, thirty years on, I am sitting in my
Manhattan apartment writing a history of the sport that has obsessed me for forty years.AT
THIRTEEN I WAS SENT TO DOWNSIDE, A PRIVATE BOARDING school in the heart of the
Somerset countryside, whose teachers were mostly Benedictine monks from the adjoining
abbey. One day, as we gathered for assembly, a monk named Dom Philip Jebb was ushered in
to give us a special address. I later learned he was the grandson of Hilaire Belloc.That morning
Father Philip spoke to us about the sport he ran at the school. He told us about the three
weapons, foil, épée, and saber, how each had its own character. He explained that fencing was
the only combat sport without weight classes or height restrictions, and while you could be
quicker than your opponents or technically superior, such advantages would not necessarily
bring victory—you had to outthink them as well. He spoke of Downside’s long unbeaten record
and declared fencing the best of all sports, the most difficult at which to achieve mastery.He
invoked the traditions of honor that surround swordplay: how each fencer was expected to
salute the judges and his opponent at the beginning of a bout and shake hands at its end; how,
if you were hit, it was your obligation to acknowledge it. Handel had fenced, and Goethe and
Michelangelo and Saint Ignatius Loyola, founder of the Jesuits.We loved Dom Philip. He would
come down to the gymnasium in off-white breeches, white socks, and tennis shoes, wearing a
black leather motorcycle jacket in place of the normal white canvas jacket. The locals had
dubbed him “The Fighting Monk,” but he was just as keen on archaeology, and his small room
in the monastery was filled with jagged pieces of stone and metal—like the silver stylus found
near the Roman lead mines in the nearby Mendip Hills. Just such a one, Father Philip would



say, was all that Julius Caesar had at hand to defend himself against his assassins.It was
Father Philip who taught us the rudiments of foil, the first weapon we were expected to master.
He explained how the target area had been limited to the torso because that is where the vital
organs lie. But that didn’t mean that we could just attack each other whenever we wanted: in
both foil and saber there existed a “right of way” (a priority of actions) according to which if a
fencer started an offensive movement, he had either to miss or be parried before his opponent
could legitimately reply. The result of such rules was that “phrases” could be built up, like a
movement in music, with attack followed by riposte, itself followed by counterriposte, until there
was a “conversation of the blades.” There were even two kinds of “time,” ordinary time and
fencing time.To begin with, much of this seemed pathologically formal, as did the weird stance
we were required to adopt, feet at ninety degrees to each other, thighs agonizingly bent,
nonweapon hand held up high and behind, angled over like a floppy wave. Father Philip taught
us that fencing divided the torso into quadrants, each section of the chest being named for the
parry that covered it. Fourth (“quarte”) and sixth (“sixte”) did for the top part of the torso,
seventh (“septime”) and eighth (“octave”) for the bottom half. If it helped, we could call them
respectively “upper left,” “upper right,” “left side down,” and “right side down” until we got used
to them. The position of fifth (“quint”) was reserved for the saber, to parry attacks to the head.
As for first (“prime”), second (“seconde”), and third (“tierce”), we would learn about them when
we started saber. For now, we should try to get a feel for the blade, the all-important sentiment
du fer.Gradually it started to make sense. Our muscles accepted the new positions and our
minds the notion that French was the language of fencing, so we had better get used to prises
de fer, coupés, doublés, corps-à-corps, and the whole linguistic romance of steel. It really did
make us feel like incipient musketeers—the more so when Father Philip told us that at
university he had fought for a team called “The Cambridge Cut throats.” In due time I, too, went
off to Cambridge, where I decided to concentrate on saber, which, with its cutting, slashing,
and greater mobility, had captured my imagination. In 1969 I won the British Junior title and
was invited to train with the Olympic squad. On my first outing the national coach, a formidable
ex–Royal Marine, took me aside: “Well, son, the Junior win shows you can fight. Now let’s see
if you can actually fence.”Was there a difference between the two?THERE HAVE BEEN MANY
ATTEMPTS TO CAPTURE THE APPEAL OF fencing. The nineteenth-century historian of
swordplay Egerton Castle saw the sport as “a superior kind of pastime, combining mental
excitement and bodily exercise—the excitement of a game of skill not entirely independent of
chance, together with the delight—innate in all healthy organizations—of strife and destruction
—and an exercise necessitating the utmost nervous and muscular tension while it affords the
refined pleasures of rhythmical action.”1This formidable figure was captain of the British team
at the 1908 Olympics, choreographed fights for the stage, and traveled the country putting on
lectures and demonstrations. He also left a remarkable monument: Schools and Masters of
Fence: From the Middle Ages to the Eighteenth Century, a dry title for the foremost history of
fencing in English, published in 1885, one so far ahead of others that many writers still
shamelessly crib or paraphrase from it. Castle shows how swordplay evolved, particularly in
Italy, France, Germany, Spain, and Great Britain. He deals with the watersheds of the long
history of the sword: its introduction as an instrument of self-defense, its apotheosis in the age
of chivalry and dueling, and finally its decline, when men of fashion determined that bearing a
sword was outmoded—although that change went far deeper than a shift in taste and had to do
with the fundamentals of society, both as to the means of killing and in the outlawing of private
violence. Although Castle’s history stops some years before the end of the nineteenth century,
his work remains indispensable. I am keenly aware how much I have been treading in his



shadow.I execute a “horizontal flèche” against Dom Philip Jebb, wearing his trademark biker’s
jacket. This was in 1965, with the trees of Downside Abbey forming the backdrop. (illustration
credit prl.1)Egerton Castle, in a cartoon by Spy. (illustration credit prl.2)Another shade from the
past has been Sir Richard Francis Burton (1821–90), possibly the most famous of all British
explorers, the first European to reach Lake Tanganyika and also the first Westerner to see the
Sacred Stone at Mecca and to make the pilgrimage (in full disguise) from Mecca to Medina. He
was a treasure hunter, and a spy during the Crimean War. Between 1883 and 1888 he
published his translations of the Arabian Nights, The Perfumed Garden, and the Kama Sutra:
he is said to have mastered thirty-five Oriental languages. Yet he would write, in middle age,
“The great solace of my life was the fencing-room.”Burton started to fence almost as soon as
he could walk, taught by a veteran who had lost a thumb in the Napoleonic Wars. He practiced
from the start with “real, not wooden, foils and swords.”2 By the time he went up to Oxford
(where he challenged a fellow student who mocked his mustache to a duel) he was taking
three lessons a day, and in the summer of 1841 set off to enroll in the “famed Heidelberg
fencing brigades.” Some years later his wife, Isabel, urged Burton’s master to teach her, so she
could “defend Richard when he and I are attacked in the wilderness together.” One of the
coach’s favorite demonstrations involved Isabel’s standing motionless while he made a
moulinet, or circular swing, at her head. “You could hear the sword swish in the air as he
touched me like a fly in the act of doing it—he did it frequently to show what he could do, and
he used to say he could not do it to any of his pupils, for fear they would flinch … but he knew I
should stand steady: I liked that.”The Burtons finally gave up competing in 1883, when he was
sixty-two, she fifty-two, after their master committed suicide. There survives a fine oil of Burton
in full fencing rig, painted during his consular posting to Trieste around 1876. By then he was a
fully qualified master, sufficiently pleased with his accomplishment to place his diploma after
his name on the title page of The Book of the Sword. This was to be his great work, covering—
in three volumes—the sword in all countries from the earliest times. The first volume, which
takes the reader over some three hundred pages from the sword’s origins to the early Roman
Empire, was judged too dry by the reading public, and he never got around to volumes 2 and 3.
The second volume, The Sword Fully Grown, was to have ranged from the decline of Rome
under Constantine to “the gunpowder age”; the third volume, Memoirs of the Sword, to have
covered “descriptions of the modern blade, notices of collections, public and private, notes on
manufacturers; and, lastly, the bibliography and the literature connected with the Heroic
Weapon.” All that now remains of the enterprise are three green box files at the Huntington
Library in California. Burton was writing The Book of the Sword at the same time as he
translated the Kama Sutra: an interesting conjunction.Richard Burton in 1883, painted by his
friend Albert Letchford. (illustration credit prl.3)“SPORT IS JUST A PARADIGM OF LIFE,
RIGHT?” EXCLAIMS THE NARRATOR of Richard Ford’s novel The Sportswriter. “Otherwise
who’d give a goddam thing about it?” Is fencing? Of all sports arguably the most romantic, it
also most closely simulates the act of armed manslaughter. Ever since the third millennium
B.C. language has, in metaphor and aphorism, been filled with images of thrusting, slashing,
and cutting. We shake hands to show that we are not reaching for our swords; a gentleman
offers a lady his right arm because at one time his sword was at his left hip; a man’s coat
buttons left over right, so that a duelist may unbutton it with his left, unarmed hand. The two
main parties in the House of Commons are separated by the precise length of two sword
blades; and each MP’s locker still contains a loop of silk on which to hang up his sword.
Kamikaze pilots took their samurai swords with them into their cockpits.From the earliest days,
from China and Japan in the East to Persia, Greece, and Rome, the sword has served as a



symbol of justice, power, and righteous authority. With a touch of his superior’s sword a man is
knighted; with the breaking of his own he is disgraced. Whole armies are surrendered by the
giving up of a single sword, while swords have been used as currency, even for healing. The
Tower of Babel, as designed, was to have included at its summit an idol carrying a sword, as if
to challenge whatever deity presumed to reign above.3 Through the centuries, swords have
been bestowed as the greatest of gifts and from generation to generation as the most
emotionally and historically charged of family possessions. Some have been buried with the
dead to provide protection in the afterlife, but generally swords survive their owners. As
instruments that both take and preserve life, swords are often embellished with memento mori
or religious inscriptions. In Japan, where swordsmanship is one of the classic disciplines that
students of Zen must follow, blades bear invocations to the Buddhist powers. Tacitus, writing
around A.D. 100, tells how a couple about to wed gave each other swords as bridal offerings.
Fourteen centuries later, when Lucrezia Borgia remarried, Pope Alexander VI consecrated a
sword and sent it to his daughter as his gift to her bridegroom. A leading seventeenth-century
mathematician, Don Juan de la Rocha, traced fencing back to the creation of the world and the
struggle between good and bad angels.Napoleon fenced. So did George Washington, Charles
Dickens, Voltaire, Karl Marx, Grace Kelly, and Alexandre Dumas, who based The Three
Musketeers on real-life characters. Confucius liked to wear a sword. Casanova wrote a book on
the duel. Anthony Chenevix-Trench, the headmaster of Eton from 1964 to 1970, who was
infamous for his floggings, would sometimes, instead of beating a boy, take down two sabers
from his study wall and engage him in combat. In Moby-Dick, an amateur midwife delivers the
Indian sailor Tashtego from the sperm tank of a whale, and an onlooker suggests that both
midwifery and fencing should be integral parts of a man’s education. A recent Miss Venezuela
was also her country’s foil champion; Jim Naismith, who invented basketball, was a fencing
master. When the American Academy of Motion Pictures instituted its annual awards in 1927
(nicknamed “Oscars” in 1931), the chosen trophy was a standing figure bearing, as a mark of
authority, a single upright sword.For many, modern swordplay is a source of humor. As Bill
Bryson wrote during the 2000 Olympics in Sydney:A lot of people don’t like fencing because
they don’t understand the rules and terminology, but in fact it’s quite simple. There are basically
four thrusts, known as the cartilage, the chaise longue, the aubergine and the fromage anglais,
and these in turn can be parried by four defensive feints—the pastiche, the penchant, the demi-
tasse and the saumon en croûte. Scoring is on the basis of one point for a petit pois and two
for a baguette. Points equally can be deducted for a foot fault, or pied à terre, and for a type of
illegal lunge known as a zut alors.4Touché. The pages that follow tell how fencing became the
sport it is today. Not that the parameters of swordplay are easy to draw. People began to fence
as a way of practicing for serious duels, and even now some duels—the Mensur contests that
originated in nineteenth-century Germany—while sporting in intent, involve the participants’
trying to scar each other. In war, swordfights sometimes take on a sporting quality, both in
practice and on the battlefield. Conversely, so-called sporting events have often been fought
bitterly and with real edge. So I have pushed back the boundaries of my subject and delved
accordingly.By the Sword is not intended as a formal or even a complete history of
swordsmanship. Like any history, it must be selective, and I am aware of omissions. I say little
about the phenomenal success of Soviet fencers; I cover Japan but not China, Korea, India,
Indonesia, or the Philippines, all of which have traditions of swordplay; much more could be
written about Cuba and Scandinavia, and the new disciplines of women’s épée and saber. I
touch only briefly on the history of swordplay’s vocabulary—although my favorite linguistic item
is the Japanese word “tsujigiri,” meaning “to try out a new sword on a chance passerby.” The



sexual symbolism of swords I have left to the reader’s imagination (as far back as ancient
Rome the term “vagina” meant a sword’s sheath and “gladius” was slang for “penis”). Sword
dreams I have avoided, although surprisingly few of Freud’s books mention swords at all; as
Freud, himself a heavy smoker, once observed, “Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar.”Swordplay
has often made headlines its practitioners would have wished to avoid: blackmail, murder, and
accidental death, strange love affairs and life-changing acts of dishonor all find a place in this
history. I have noted the major watersheds, from the introduction of the rapier in the 1550s
through the ascendancy of gunpowder (the “black arm”) and the gradual elimination of the
sword (the “white arm”) from the world’s arsenal. I have tried to describe what it was like, and is
like still, to engage in one-on-one battle—to be a swordsman, as John Keegan puts it, “for
whom fighting was an act of self-expression by which a man displayed not only his courage but
also his individuality.”5 Above all, I have tried to portray the character of swordplay—at once
graceful and brutish, fiercely competitive and technically beautiful, life-threatening and life-
enhancing.The bookplate Archibald Corble had designed for his famous library of fencing
books. (illustration credit p1)Fighting was fun—this was the thing. Fighting was tremendous fun.
—R. EWART OAKESHOTT, Deadly Duels: Duels of Chivalry, 2000Thrust this into another
man’s flesh, and they will applaud and love you for it.—PROXIMUS (OLIVER REED)
ADVISING MAXIMUS (RUSSELL CROWE) IN Gladiator, 2000THE GREAT AUTHORITY ON
EARLY ARMS, EWART OAKESHOTT, believes that swords first appeared between 1500 and
1100 B.C. in Minoan Crete and Celtic Britain.1 Remarkably quickly, they became an implement
of sport: the oldest known depiction of an actual fencing match is a relief in the Temple of
Madinat Habu, built by Ramses III around 1190 B.C., near Luxor in Upper Egypt. (To its right is
an engraving of a pile of trophy penises, hacked from the enemy dead—practice well, the
sequence suggests, and this can be your reward.) The men are clearly not dueling—they
appear to be wearing masks, padded over the ears and tied to their wigs, and the tips of their
weapons have been covered. There are judges on either side holding feathered wands, and
the score is being kept on a piece of papyrus. An inscription records one contestant as saying,
“On guard and admire what my valiant hand shall do.”Ninus, king of Assyria, is usually given
the credit for the development of swordplay as a formalized sport. He was also the first to use
professional fencing masters to instruct his troops.2 The Chinese, Japanese, Persians,
Babylonians, and Romans sometimes fenced as a pastime, but mainly they used swords to
train for combat. Indian tradition has it that Brahma taught his devotees martial exercises with
the sword (priests were warriors then), and in Hindu India’s great epic, the Mahabharata, we
read:Brightly gleaming their lightning rapiers as they ranged the listed field.Brave and fierce is
their action and their movements quick and light.Skilled and true the thrust and parry of their
weapons flaming bright.This ten-thousand-verse narrative, reputedly written by one Vyasa
around 500 B.C., makes frequent mention of swordfights and fencing skills and is one of the
first works to examine two basic aspects of swordsmanship: ferocity and chivalry.The Greeks
believed that there was no special art to handling a sword. One reason for this was that their
weapons of choice were generally short, double-edged with hilts or crossbars, and ridged from
point to hilt (to stiffen the blades)—basically hacking implements. A warrior would employ it for
close combat only after his spear had been thrown or broken: it was the instrument of last
resort.The Greeks placed critical importance upon drilling men to maneuver in formation, little
to teaching hand-to-hand combat. It may have required special skill to throw a javelin, but with
a sword it was impossible to miss at close quarters. The Greek historian and soldier Xenophon
is dismissive in his account of how the Persians trained their forces. As he saw it, skill with
edged weapons came to man as naturally as breathing:Egyptians fencing, seemingly with



sabers, their left forearms protected with bundles of sticks. From a wall painting circa 1200 B.C.
(illustration credit 1.1)I myself from my earliest childhood knew how to throw up a guard before
the things that I thought were going to hit me. If I had nothing else, I would hold my hands
before me and hinder the man who hit me as far as possible. I did this not because I was
taught to do it; indeed, I was even hit just for throwing my hands before me. As for knives, from
the time I was a baby I grabbed them whenever I saw them, and I never learned from anybody
how to hold them either, except from nature, as I say.… I promise you, I cut with my knife
everything that I could without being noticed. It not only came by nature, like walking and
running, but seemed to me to be pleasant as well as natural. Well then, since we are left with a
sort of fighting that calls for courage rather than skill, why should not we fight with enthusiasm?
3Despite this debatable view, it is possible to find, as early as the fifth century B.C., references
in Greek historical accounts to oplomachia (literally, “fighting in armor”). Hoplites were the
senior Greek infantry, men of substance who could afford armor, unlike the light infantrymen
(peltastai) and shield carriers (oplontes), who carried slings and light javelins. The hoplites’
skills eventually became a regular part of the military training program in Athens. Plato
specifies how their practice sessions should be configured:We will institute conflicts in armor of
one against one, and two against two, and so on up to ten against ten. As to what a man ought
not to suffer or do, and to what extent, in order to gain the victory—as in wrestling, the masters
of the art have laid down what is fair and what is not fair, so in fighting in armor—we ought to
call in skilful persons, who shall judge for us and be our assessors in the work of legislation;
they shall say who deserves to be victor in combats of this sort, and what he is not to do or
have done to him, and in like manner what rule determines who is defeated.4Combatants wore
a shield, breastplate, helmet, and shin guards and carried both spear and sword. The
competition was essentially a test of skill, flexibility, and physical endurance—a formal imitation
of genuine warfare. While professional teachers of combat began to be highly paid and to hold
prominent positions in the gymnasia, there were no fencing masters per se. Nor is there any
account of Greek sword exercises like those of Flavius Vegetius Renatus, who wrote a whole
treatise on the training of Roman legionaries. Swordsmanship in itself was not valued, it being
generally believed that those who excelled in athletic games, at the Olympics, and elsewhere
would naturally distinguish themselves in war. Thus the “art” of armed combat rarely found its
way into public festivals, with the possible exception of funeral games.One means of
preparation came in the form of war dances, which were often performed at religious festivals
and would imitate the movements and postures of soldiers—waving shields, swerving or
ducking to avoid a blow, and manipulating weapons—thrusting first spears, then swords.
Spartan youths practiced these dances from an early age. Socrates believed that those who
honored the gods most in dances were the best in battle, while Plato, in his Laws, said,
likewise, that dancing had combat value. The goal was to develop agility rather than strength,
although Greek recruiting policy still emphasized weight and size rather than gymnastic ability:
a good big one was worth more than a good little one. Only in cases of monomachy—a
tradition in which the commanders of opposing armies met each other in single combat—did
any individual duel openly with another.UNLIKE THE GREEKS, THE ROMANS ADMIRED
AND APPRECIATED swordplay. Horace’s friend Sybarus was a fencer, and Ovid, reflecting
mournfully from his exile on the shores of the Black Sea, imagined the young men back in
Rome practicing their sword skills. Gladiatorial combats—a Roman invention—date from 264
B.C. They began as a flourish occasionally added to aristocratic funeral celebrations: slaves, or
sometimes prisoners of war, would fight in honor of the dead. Over the years, the contests,
which could run to three hundred bouts, were extended to general celebrations. None other



than Julius Caesar drew up special rules for these deadly games; he encouraged them as a
means of distracting his otherwise restive people (as well as winning himself political support)
and even had his own school in Campania, now recognized as “the cradle of the gladiatorial
system.”Can an activity be regarded as a sport when only the spectators see it as such?
Gladiators were of course fighting for their lives (at least, from 84 A.D. on; before that date they
were often allowed to live), but ancient graffiti reveal that they were paid for each performance
and could become the popular equivalent of rock stars: images of famous gladiators adorned
oil lamps, flasks, and toys, and their exploits were recorded by contemporary chroniclers. A
third of all gladiators were not slaves but citizens who signed away their rights in order to
compete. Crucial to all this were the lanistae—the indispensable operators who functioned as
trainers, slave traders, managers, and impresarios all in one. They bought, rented, or
contracted gladiators for combats, set the price for seats, arranged for publicity, and hired
musicians. They were generally held in disrepute—lanista also meant “assassin” and
“bandit.”Gladiators could be formidable figures: the slave rebellion led by the famous gladiator
Spartacus managed to sustain itself against powerful Roman forces for three years, and this is
not an isolated example. When gladiators consistently triumphed in the arena itself, it was not
uncommon for fathers to pass on the profession to their sons, and there were even families of
gladiators. Occasionally, as a novelty act, women fighters appeared—although such
encounters were seen as exotic spectacles, on a par with dwarfs fighting, and eventually, in
A.D. 200, were banned. Some would-be gladiators were so ashamed at the prospect of
appearing in public that they killed themselves, ramming their heads between the spokes of the
carts transporting them to the amphitheater.Combatants, as a rule, fought in pairs, and a
referee (summa rudis), dressed in a voluminous tunic, would normally stand between them,
armed with a long stick. There were various kinds of gladiators: the myrmillones and samnites
were the most heavily armed, with helmet, shield, protection for their leading leg, and sword—
in the beginning a short, wide weapon, later about three feet long and thinner. Thracian
gladiators wore helmets and greaves (lower leg guards) and used a dagger. The retiarii fought
with a net in one hand and a trident in the other. The juxtaposition of armed and unarmed parts
of the body dictated the use of weapons and created the conditions for highly skillful
swordsmanship. Left-handed gladiators were reputed to be particularly fearsome, and the style
of swordmanship was subject to precise rules for the various gladiatorial categories, which
were remarkably uniform across the Roman Empire from the first through the fourth
centuries.5All these fighters received their instruction from the lanistae. Trainee gladiators
learned the basic movements in groups, using wooden swords covered with leather, with
leather buttons on the points. Once in the arena, as a curtain-raiser, they might put on a mass
demonstration with training swords, not so different from modern TV wrestling contests. Then
the real fighting would begin. “Gladiatorem in arena cepere consilium,” wrote Seneca—“The
swordfighter reveals himself only when he gets to the arena”—an insight that would ring down
the centuries.6The Roman public was thoroughly familiar with the technical aspects of parrying
and thrusting—many would have seen combat themselves. While Romans despised
cowardice, they would reward a courageous defeated fighter, even occasionally granting a
reprieve from death. There were periods when combat without reprieve was banned altogether:
after all, gladiators were expensive to train. The authorities were as vigilant over the health and
muscle tone of their fighters as they were over the authenticity of the fights. Ludi (schools) were
set up all over Italy to train future performers, and several distinguished surgeons specialized in
the treatment of sword and trident wounds.Over time, free citizens, patricians, and even
women frequented the ludi and swordplay became fashionable. No records survive as to



whether visitors were limited to watching or were allowed to handle the weapons themselves,
although Petronius’s novel Satyricon has a woman of senatorial status finding gladiators so
interesting that she actually trains as one. We do know that the ancient world never developed
sports for their own sake; they played checkers—a game invented, according to legend, to
overcome the tedium of the siege of Troy—and various forms of dice. Chess, however, had to
wait until the Middle Ages. High society may have practiced swordplay, but that did not make
fencing a sport. From an early date attempts were made to legislate against nongladiators’
aping gladiators. For members of the upper class to compete in gladiatorial contests was felt to
be reprehensible, so much so that when the Emperor Commodus (A.D. 161–192) announced
that he would appear as a gladiator in the dress of a consul, he was murdered by his senior
entourage before he could do so.Roman infantry training at a post, as painted by Wallhausen
in 1616. (illustration credit 1.2)Gladiators were better coached than the average soldier, and
their training methods slowly infiltrated the military, much to the disgust of die-hard purists—
Pliny the Younger (c. 62–c. 114) commended one senior officer for taking on weapons training
himself rather than leaving it to a professional instructor; a historian under Hadrian criticized
the army for exercising with practice weapons instead of real swords.Military training was
hardly a joyride. Vegetius, writing in the fourth century A.D., describes how “a stake was
planted in the ground by each recruit, in such a manner that it projected six feet in height and
could not sway. Against this stake the recruit practiced with his wickerwork shield and wooden
stave, just as if he were fighting a real enemy.… Care was taken to see that the recruit did not
rush forward so rashly to inflict a wound as to lay himself open to a counterstroke from any
quarter.” (He recommends training with weapons of twice normal weight, to facilitate handling
the real thing.)7 Once a recruit became proficient with substitute weapons, he would graduate
to edged swords. Formal training culminated in individual combat, armatura, borrowed from
gladiatorial schools.In Pliny’s day, Roman soldiers fighting in Spain began to adopt their
enemies’ superior iron weapons. From the Spanish, they also learned the advantages of using
the point of a sword, and they began to practice the thrust. Tacitus would soon describe how
Agricola’s legions made short work of the British Celts, with their pointless and clumsy
swords.8 The Celts of Gaul, who were renowned swordsmen, were a different matter. They
would whirl their weapons above their heads, slashing the air from side to side before striking
downward in a chopping motion, a terrifying spectacle. The Romans eventually learned to take
the first blow on the rim of their shield. The weak Celtic blade would often bend in two, allowing
the legionary to counterattack. “Holding their swords straight out,” Dionysius of Halicarnassus
wrote of the Romans, “they would strike their opponents in the groin, pierce their sides, and
drive their blows through their breasts into their vitals. And if they saw any of them keeping
these parts of the body protected, they would cut the tendons of their knees or ankles and
topple them to the ground roaring and biting their shields and uttering cries resembling the
howling of wild beasts.”9 The evolution of swordplay, however, owed little to Rome’s growing
sophistication, either on the battlefield or in the Colosseum, but to a military defeat so
devastating that it led to a major review of how soldiers should be armed.IN 378 TWO THIRDS
OF AN ENTIRE ROMAN ARMY WAS DESTROYED AT Adrianople (now Edirne in European
Turkey). It was a stunning defeat: the emperor, all his senior officers, and some forty thousand
men were killed in the space of one afternoon. “No battle in our history,” declared the
contemporary historian Ammianus Marcellinus, himself a Roman officer, “except Cannae
[Hannibal’s great victory in 216 B.C.] was such a massacre.” Oakeshott argues that after
Adrianople “the old days of the legions’ supremacy had gone forever, and the armoured
cavalryman fighting with lance and sword on a heavy horse became for the next 1100 years



the arbiter of war.”10The imperial army of the Roman Emperor in the East, Valens, found some
ten thousand Visigoths encamped in a vast enclosure of wagons and set siege. In their usual
fashion, the legions massed in the center, their squadrons of auxiliary horse on the wings. The
bulk of the Gothic cavalry, away foraging when the attack began, was quickly recalled. They
rode down on their enemy “like a thunderbolt,” and the Roman infantry was crushed together in
hopeless confusion. When the Gothic footmen realized the success of their cavalry charge,
they broke out from their encampment and attacked head-on, slashing and stabbing with their
long swords. Dust arose in such clouds that the Romans could not see the enemy’s missiles in
flight or dodge them; and the ground was so drenched in blood that they slipped and fell. The
Roman cavalry fled, abandoning the foot soldiers, who had to stand wedged together until they
were cut down. “They were so tightly packed,” Oakeshott explains, “that they could not raise
their arms to strike a blow; the dead and wounded could not fall, but stayed upright in the
weltering mass; many were simply crushed to death or stifled.”11 Most of the army died before
the pressure eased enough for stragglers to escape. Valens himself, wounded by an arrow,
made his way to a nearby farmhouse, where the Goths, discovering him there, laid up
brushwood and straw and burned the emperor alive.Some historians have argued that the
simple but revolutionary invention behind this terrible rout was the stirrup, a device until that
moment unknown to the Romans, which gave horsemen the power to maneuver quickly and
the leverage to strike with greater force, a formidable advantage. More likely, the stirrup was an
invention of far later times; but at any rate the result of the massacre was clear: for the first time
in history the sword was no longer secondary to the lance or spear.After Adrianople the
thrusting sword lost ground to the slashing swords and pointed lances of Rome’s enemies from
the great plains. Over the succeeding centuries these weapons would be joined by an armory
of others: the lance (for use on horseback), the glaive (a form of half-pike), the lancegay (a light
throwing spear), the battle-ax, the gisarme (cousin of the ax), the mace, the halberd, the
bardiche, the langedebere (a spear with a large, broad blade), the hammer, the “holy-water
sprinkler” (euphemism for a spiked club), the flail, the poleax (used to split the “poll,” or head),
the couseque (from the French, “winged spear”), the war hammer, the Morgenstern (a spiked
club), the Ahlspiess (a fearful eighteen-foot-long spear), the plancon à Picot (a five-foot-long
wooden truncheon), the Panzerstecher (a mail-piercing sword, with a sturdy point but no
cutting edge), the rawcon or ronka (with a three-pronged head), the spontoon (a form of pike),
and the voulge (a farmer’s plowshare, its blade straightened to make a glaive). And there were
more. That the sword would outlast nearly all these weapons was due to a combination of
factors, not least its efficacy and versatility.After the fall of the Roman Empire, the sword gained
a new importance and was taken as a token of power and majesty, endowed with mystical
qualities that evolved in some instances to reflect a man’s true worth. This symbolism was
underlined by the conduct of kings and emperors. (Charlemagne, for example, was never
without a sword; he had his three sons instructed in swordplay and left them his three best
weapons.*)Initially, with copper and tin so scarce, only chieftains (“Schwert Adel”—“sword
nobles”) could carry swords. Over time, freemen and freeborn women of “sword age” were also
given the right to such arms. The Teutonic tribes, with their preference for using the edge, set
back the advance of swordsmanship as a thrusting weapon; but they also gave birth to
medieval chivalry, and in their tribal codes lay many of the notions that would make up the
chivalric ideal.Literature also had its part to play. The Old English poem Beowulf describes
adventures closely woven into the mythic past of Germanic Europe. Composed in the eighth
century, it is set in southern Scandinavia during the migrations of a quarter millennium before.
Beowulf’s regard for his sword, Hrunting, runs throughout the tale: “The great-hearted hero /



Spoke no word in blame of the blade … Never in fight had it failed the hand / That drew it.”
Hrunting is an “ancient treasure,” a “costly heirloom,” “a stately sword … The work of giants, a
warrior’s joy.” “No sharper steel / No lovelier treasure” can be found. Crucially, when Hrunting is
wielded in hatred it will not perform for its master; it must be used with responsibility, and its
powers cannot be tapped by an evil source. Beowulf makes a crucial distinction between a
soldier (the “paid retainer of a chieftain”—one who receives solidi—coins) and a warrior. The
latter is self-motivated and has his own agenda and a self-image of restraint; he is there not
just to kill but to choose a fit form of victory. The warrior distinguishes himself from the hired
killer by what he will not stoop to.About the same time, the Chanson de Roland, France’s great
medieval epic poem, almost a blueprint for that culture’s code of chivalry (from the French word
chevallerie, “skill on horseback”), began to be sung by bards and troubadours. A dramatic
account of the heroically doomed rearguard action of one of Charlemagne’s captains in Spain
in 778, it incorporates, like Beowulf, several centuries of story. In a typical moment, as Roland
sees the Saracen army approaching, he says to his friend Oliver, “The Emperor gave us this
host of Frenchmen, 20,000 picked men amongst whom he knows there is not one coward.…
Strike with your lance and I will smite with Durendal, my good sword that Charlemagne gave
me. If I die, he who inherits it will say, ‘It was the sword of a noble vassal.’ ” Roland embodies all
the ideals and aspirations of the age of chivalry and has become its emblem for ages to come,
helping to lay the foundations for the romantic wish fulfillment on which swordplay has
thrived.The sword lay at the heart of the medieval code of honor. To it was ascribed an inner
power and a true nobility; it was not to be drawn without reason. Its point could never touch the
ground. Before a fight the knight kissed the cross of his sword, which often contained relics, so
that the chivalrous salute passed into a religious act. Swords were associated with intelligence,
unlike lances, arrows, and axes, which were the weapons of the foot soldier.Alongside the
literature of the times, there was the technological struggle. Since early armor gave only limited
protection, its weaknesses led to further development of weapons and, in turn, its own
improvement. Swords might still be used to crush, but to pierce through the vulnerable areas of
an opponent’s body armor took new skills. Armorers responded with still more efficient
creations—circular discs that slid into place to guard the armpit when the arm was raised,
visors with breathing vents, convex chest pieces to deflect a blade or lance, neck supports to
limit tournament “whiplash”; but then they also developed the “estoc,” a long, sharp, narrow-
bladed sword for thrusting through an opponent’s weakest areas. As in all military history,
technology both responded to situations of conflict and dictated what forms future conflict
would take.After the Germanic tribes settled in the former Roman Empire, civilization
fragmented. From the ninth to the eleventh centuries, tribes, city-states, and even landed
magnates engaged in constant small wars. To protect themselves, they banded together in
(strictly hierarchical) feudal contracts: land was divided into fiefs, and each fief had to support
at least one armored mounted knight. Under the laws of chivalry, knights swore an oath of
loyalty to their liege. As time went on and standards of behavior rose, knights also vowed to be
honest, to defend the existing order, to protect the weak, and to show compassion to a
wounded enemy. Good armor was costly† and, in light of the subsistence economy and poor
communications, its use contributed to the difficulty of raising large armies, with the result that
fighting became a way of life for the upper classes. The exact origins of knighthood (from the
German Knecht, meaning “servant”) are unknown, but by the twelfth century it was a
phenomenon well established in France, Spain, and England.A knight, fully armored, his
leather undergarments smeared with grease, would be carrying a load of about sixty pounds,
roughly the equivalent of a modern army backpack but distributed over his whole body.



Everything was carefully tailored: each knight would be measured and fitted by a master
armorer, and if the knight could not be there in person he would send over wax models of his
limbs. The helmet would have heavy padding beneath the metal, though no armor could offer
complete protection from a blow to the head or a direct strike by a mace. The well-equipped
aristocratic horseman was generally regarded as the single most powerful combatant on the
battlefield; yet ventilation remained a potentially deadly problem. A day’s battle would leave a
knight bathing in his own sweat: in Henry IV, Part 2, Prince Hal says of kingship that it is “Like a
rich armour worn in heat of day / That scalds with safety.” An armored knight was like a tank,
with almost no hearing and limited vision. Hollywood films have depicted knights in armor
needing the help of cranes to mount their horses, but the Metropolitan Museum in New York
has conducted trials with men in armor to show how a knight could run, leap in the air, lie down
on his front or back and get up again without help, and climb onto and off of his horse (always
a stallion). It was exhausting but perfectly possible.13 The total weight that a horse might carry
could reach 450 pounds; in the sixteenth century bells were attached to the horse to distract its
wearer from the dread sound of onrushing hooves.The sword was used primarily to bludgeon
one’s opponent. (The Scots have a word for the sound a sword makes as it cuts through the
air: “sough.”) As late as the reign of Elizabeth I one bellicose knight, Sir John Perrot, taking part
in her coronation tournament, “hit the challenger four times in the face of the helmet with the
pommel of his sword,” scoring more blows of this sort than any other contestant.14 Parries with
the blade were avoided, and knights either evaded blows or used their shields for defense.
Swords, which could weigh well in excess of three pounds, were heavy affairs requiring
strength to wield as much as skill.Tournaments were introduced into England during the
anarchic reign of King Stephen, in 1135, and continued till the end of the sixteenth century.
Their heyday was 1150 to 1300, although they were still popular during the early years of
Henry VIII’s reign. Henry was an expert jouster who enjoyed showing off his skills, and from
1509 till 1524 he fought as chief challenger in every major English tournament. In 1524, he was
nearly killed when, after he had brazenly left his visor open, the lance of his opponent
splintered inside his helmet. A few months later he fought again, at the tiltyard at Greenwich
and against the same opponent, his brother-in-law the Duke of Suffolk, after which he decided
to call it a day.The origin of the tournament may have been the Roman Ludus Troiae (Game of
Troy), a warlike exercise played by two mounted teams. The game was revived in France and
made its way into England and Germany, where it was dubbed “French combat.” In 1056 a
reference can be found to the tournament death of Sieur Godefroi de Preuilly, a Breton baron
who is said to have invented the sport, although it is more likely that he simply drew up a set of
rules. Such regulations came to be extremely strict, and their breach could jeopardize an
offender’s claim to knighthood and even cost him his life. Most of the time, however, noblemen
enjoyed what they did. Their reputation rested almost entirely on their skill at arms. Initially
tournaments were bloody free-for-alls, in which two miniature armies would do battle. It was
considered an honor to take part, even though scores of men died or were crippled in these
chaotic melees; among the notable tournaments in Italy was one in the Colosseum in Rome in
1332 that resulted in the deaths of eighteen knights.‡One of the most celebrated participants
in the twelfth century was an English knight, William Marshal, who in fifteen years of
competition fought successfully more than five hundred times. He had “arrangements” with
other knights—partners, in effect—who would help one another, later sharing the profits. They
would keep a keen eye on who was winning, who losing, and plan their fights accordingly, like
somebody working a room at a cocktail party. Marshal ended up a rich man and eventually
died, in his early seventies, “with his boots on”—still fighting.During the thirteenth century



tournaments showed signs of evolving from warlike exercises fought with real weapons to the
comparatively harmless pageants they would become. Sometime before 1200 a concession to
safety was made with the introduction of a rebated lance point—often in the shape of a crown
and known as a “lance of courtesy”—sufficient to unhorse an opponent without penetrating his
armor and injuring him directly. It was still a high-risk way of proving one’s valor, far more
dangerous than climbing Mount Everest. Over time, a system evolved by which points were
awarded for each lance broken (it was easy to miss), for blows to the helmet, if the lance tips
met “coronell to coronell,” or for unseating a rival.In the 1420s, a further safety device was
introduced, a long wooden barrier some six feet high and covered with cloth (toil in French) or
canvas, set up along the length of the course to divide the two knights and prevent their horses
from colliding. This barrier became known as the “tilt,” and soon “tilting” was the name given to
the sport itself. The Germans called jousting “über die Planken.”The great French writer of
chivalric romances, Chrétien de Troyes, gives a vivid description of a tournament in Erec et
Enide, written around 1170:A month after Pentecost the tournament assembles and opens in
the plain below Tenebroc. Many a pennant flew there, vermilion, blue and white, and many a
wimple and sleeve that had been given as tokens of love.… The field is completely covered
with arms. The ranks shudder on both sides, and from the clash there rises a loud din, with a
great cracking of lances. Lances break and shields are holed, the hauberks are torn and rent,
saddles are emptied and riders tumble, while the horses sweat and lather. All draw their swords
on those who clatter to the ground. Some rush up and accept their surrender, others hasten in
their defence …15These meetings became important social events, providing a necessary
outlet for martial ardor and a vital means of military training. “They kept alive the spirit of
international brotherhood in arms,” writes Oakeshott, “which was such an essential part of the
chivalric ideal.”16 A more skeptical view is that they preserved the flavor of Christian chivalry in
the face of the realities of power politics. The Church tried on numerous occasions to have
them banned, but in addition to their social and military value they were a significant source of
revenue. A successful knight could take away rich prizes of arms and horses: among the
special armor worn for jousting was a small sword for the right hand called a gaynepain, or
“breadwinner” (but then “lord” means “loaf giver”).Tournaments throughout Europe became the
most absorbing occupation of the knightly classes outside hunting and hawking—and war. No
doubt the drinking and gambling that went on at these fairs were one reason for the Church’s
opposition, but so too was the death toll. One contest, in 1180, attracted more than three
thousand armed and mounted knights. Crazed with blood lust, they galloped mercilessly over
the men on foot, swinging wildly at anything that moved. Bodies littered the ground. The
fighting at a tournament ended when a signal to halt was given or when a knight, near
suffocation in armor so badly dented it could be removed only by a blacksmith, was unable to
remain standing.Gradually the number of participants at these meetings was pared down to
small teams. Formal challenges to “joust” evolved, issued in decorous language by knights
acting on their own initiative. These jousts were still condemned by the Church for their high
casualty rates. In Germany a strict code of honor developed, so that one could not participate
without first presenting proof of noble descent. When one knight met another he was expected
to raise his visor and reveal his identity; the military salute is a legacy of this. Even today in
competitive fencing one is forbidden to come on to the strip with one’s mask already in place or
to begin a bout without first saluting one’s opponent.Knights fought each other both à outrance
(“unflaggingly”; thus “to the point of submission”) or à plaisance (for fun) in three kinds of
encounter: the tilt, or joust on horseback; the general melee, as already described; and the
single combat on foot, with sword, poleax, ax, or dagger. In the last, the use of heavy armor



and heavy weapons favored simple movements, forcing contestants to concentrate on one
blow at a time, so that complicated phrases were impossible.At the beginning of each
swordfight, one combatant would strike at the other: in the case of a duel, this first blow was
the privilege of the man who had been challenged; otherwise either man could strike first. As in
modern martial arts, there was much preliminary maneuvering and feinting before a significant
move was made. Once attacked, a knight would seek to defend himself either by taking the
blow on his shield or by evasive action. Then it would be his turn to strike, while the first man
was recovering from his stroke and preparing for his next; and so on. It became important to be
able to change direction in midstroke as soon as you realized you were going to miss, even
when this meant turning a downward blow into an upward one or a forehand into a backhand.
Lighter and stronger swords were thus highly prized. Only when a shield was so cut up as to
be useless were the swords themselves used for parrying, as edge-to-edge clashes were
mutually damaging. Further, in fights to the death, since swords could not cut through plate
metal, knights would look for weak points in their opponent’s armor—pushing their sword
through a man’s visor or at his armpit, thus encouraging a style of fighting that used the point.
This was not swordplay as we know it but was a highly skillful affair and is recognizably
fencing’s cousin.§The higher-spirited contestants eventually became frustrated with just
occasional jousts and introduced the pas d’armes, in which a knight would announce his
intention to hold a designated terrain, usually a natural passage of some sort, for a certain
duration against all comers. By the fifteenth century individual challenges were issued to
particular knights; from the pas d’armes to the duel was but a short step.DURING THE
SECOND HALF OF THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY MOST OF France and much of Italy faced
a new threat: rulers might requisition a fighting army, but they had no means of redeploying that
army in times of peace. Thousands of soldiers were thrown out of work at the end of every war,
becoming bent on rampaging and pillaging as an alternative way of life. A succession of popes
first issued indulgences to those who opposed these routiers, as they were called; then, fearing
that the well-being of the whole Christian community was at stake, organized crusades against
them. � Finally they settled on a better strategy, prevailing on these veterans to fight in the
service of a holy war—to journey to the eastern Mediterranean, to Hungary, and to Spain to
fight the advancing Muslims. This strategy began as far back as the First Crusade (1095–99)
and in varying degrees continued until the Eighth Crusade of 1270 to 1272 and the loss of the
last Christian fortress in Syria in 1291, putting to effective use men whose whole purpose was
to fight for profit. These mercenaries formed themselves into disciplined, well-organized
companies with their own treasurers, secretaries, and counselors. The routiers were well
practiced in the arts of swordplay, and from their ranks came many of the first instructors of
fencing.By the time of the Hundred Years’ War (1337–1453) the missile weapon of choice was
the longbow, and it was the mastery of this technology (along with suicidally brave French
tactics) that gave the English victories at the decisive battles of Crécy (1346), Poitiers (1356),
and Agincourt (1415). It was six feet long and three inches in circumference, made of yew, and
required a force of one hundred pounds to draw it. (When the body of an archer was recovered
from the dredged-up Mary Rose, lost in 1545, the bone of the left arm was much thicker than
that of the right, and his shoulder and spinal bones were noticeably deformed.) It would be
joined by its cousin, the crossbow, an Italian invention capable of piercing mail from three
hundred yards away. (The Chinese would come up with an automatic crossbow that could
shoot several arrows at a time.) Together the crossbow and longbow spelled the end of the
supremacy of the mounted soldier.At Agincourt, an English army five thousand strong met a
French force three times its number, yet suffered casualties of just one hundred foot soldiers



and thirteen men-at-arms. Some five thousand Frenchmen died: two thousand killed in action,
the rest slaughtered as prisoners rather than ransomed—despite having surrendered on terms
—when a last French attack seemed dangerously close to success. (Ransoming prisoners was
a prime means for soldiers to make money, but Henry V wanted his men to concentrate on
winning the battle.) It was one of the last major engagements in which swords, rather than
missile weapons or firearms, played a major role, the main support to the longbow.However, it
was on the confused battlefields of Crécy that a new power of war made its first significant
appearance: gunpowder. A mixture of sulfur, carbon, and sodium or potassium nitrate, the
world’s oldest known explosive was invented in China, but the Franciscan friar Roger Bacon
(1214–92) was its best-known proponent.a In 1911 a historian wrote typically of “Friar Bacon’s
villainous saltpetre,” which, while it “choked Don Quixote’s dream, produced the art of fence.”18
With gunpowder, “the one excuse for a complete protection of the body vanished.” Even so, the
revolution was a slow-turning one. Until the early seventeenth century, the longbow remained
superior to any weapon using gunpowder, as it was both more accurate and more efficient.
Cannon were used effectively in battering and siege work but when tried in the field met with
little success; they were regarded at first as more a bad joke than a threat, at best noise
makers and horse frighteners. The availability of handguns did little to alter military thinking, as
their use was rare.Armor increased in thickness, and it became common to “proof” a
breastplate by firing a shot against it at point-blank range. The resulting dent was not
hammered out, but retained and often embellished, as proof of the armor’s quality.It was not
until the 1450s or later that guns came to be a force on the battlefield, and another fifty years
would pass before they came into general use. Geoffrey Chaucer’s reference in The House of
Fame to the lightning speed of a shot—“As swifte as pellet out of gonne / When fyre is through
the poudre ronne”—could refer to either guns or cannon. However, once guns came into play
the effect was radical. “Would to God,” wrote Blaise de Montluc in 1523, “that this unhappy
weapon had never been invented.”On February 25, 1525, François I of France met the
Emperor Charles V in the “half-light of a winter dawn” outside the gardens of a nobleman’s
park near Pavia. His troops were decisively beaten. “One of the turning points in political
history,” writes Oakeshott, “it was also a watershed in the history of armour.… The slaughter of
France’s nobility in this battle was only equalled by that of Agincourt.”19 Cavalry might retain its
place in military affection till 1914, but not even overlapping armor plates could offer protection
against bullets. The game was up.Bit by bit, warriors discarded their armor and so became
more vulnerable to skilled swordsmen.b Skills honed on the battlefield were already producing
a body of men willing and able to teach the art of swordplay, and the codes of chivalry had
defined how swordsmen should conduct themselves. The formal duel of honor had become a
part of European culture, and swords were no longer the costly appurtenances they once had
been. As they multiplied, there was a further need to learn the skills of self-defense.Around the
same time another invention increased the popularity of swordplay even further—what
Marshall McLuhan has called “the making of typographical man.” A cluster of innovations,
including movable metal type, oil-based ink, and the wooden handpress, revolutionized
learning. For the first time those who taught fencing could have their ideas printed and
disseminated. The age of the master had arrived.* In the laws of the Ripuarian Franks, a scale
fixed the price of different articles of a warrior’s equipment in Charlemagne’s time:A sword with
sheath………………….7 sousA sword without sheath………………….3 sousA horse (entire),
not blind, and sound………………….6 sous Thus a sword with sheath cost more than a good
horse—a reflection, possibly, of the scarcity of swordsmiths.12† It was never called “a suit of
armor,” a phrase that arose only about 1600, but always “harness.” The expression “he died in



harness” does not mean that a man was, at death, doing his job like a horse, but that he was
wearing full armor. “Armed” originally meant wearing armor—not carrying a weapon.‡ From
1100 to 1605 tournaments were particularly popular in France; they started to decline only in
1559, with the death of the tournament-loving Henri II, who gave a succession of them in Paris
to celebrate the marriage of his daughter to Philip II, King of Spain. During the first two days
Henri jousted a number of times with lords from his court and, emboldened by his success,
decided to try his luck against the celebrated champion the Count de Montgomeri, who had
previously wounded Francis I. Catherine de Médicis implored her husband not to fight, but he
said he would break one more lance, in her honor. The king fought with his visor raised;
whether from the outset or knocked open by a blow from Montgomeri’s lance is unknown.
Montgomeri’s point broke off in their first interchange and the broken end of the lance then
struck the king so violent a blow above the right eye, ripping across his face, that he was
thrown from his horse and, deprived instantly of speech and understanding, lingered on for
eleven days before he died at the age of forty.§ From 1190 to 1350 knights wore a harness of
metal; then, following the French defeat at Crécy, the stronger plate metal. There was never
any such thing as “chain mail.” According to the OED, “mail” meant “little spots,” as derived from
the Latin macula (as in the Immaculate Conception), in French mailles; but another word,
malleus, meaning “hammer,” is a more likely derivation. It was flexible and strong, so that we
read of Richard I’s crusaders in 1191 fighting unharmed with Saracen arrows sticking out of
their mail like feathers. It disappeared around 1650. Up to about 1475, the fashion in armor
throughout northern Europe was for slender, exaggeratedly pointed forms, with slim-fitting
doublet, long-toed shoes, and a mantle, either long or short. The interplay between fashion and
technology works both ways, and while this style served men for some nine hundred years,
around 1495 there was a sudden and dramatic change. Within half a decade, all over Europe,
the old style vanished. The silhouette of the typical knight became rotund and burly after the
Italian fashion (Henry VIII’s last suit of armor has a waist of fifty-eight inches—but that was not
a fashion statement). Yet for another fifty years there came no corresponding change in
swords. � Papal fear was palpable. An edict of 1364 ordered the mercenaries to disband their
companies, leave the areas they had taken over, and repair the damage they had done—all
within a month—or suffer excommunication. Clerics and laymen were forbidden to join, employ,
or favor the companies; anyone supplying them with food would be anathematized to the extent
that only papal absolution could release them. A further edict the following year aggravated
these sentences: all towns, villages, and individuals found guilty of negotiating with routiers
would have their privileges, liberties, and fiefs withdrawn; routiers and their descendants would
be ineligible for public office for three generations; and their vassals would be released from
their oaths of loyalty. In 1368 it was decreed that any church or cemetery where a routier had
been buried would be placed under interdict until the corpse was exhumed and removed. As
one historian sharply comments, “All that was left was the crusade.”17a From the ninth century
on, Chinese technicians developed whole new families of weapons based on gunpowder—
flame-throwing “fire-lances,” grenades, catapult-launched bombs, shrieking rockets, and the
first true cannon. But China’s ruling bureaucrats, serene in their confidence that power would
always be rooted in the ancient literary classics, remained aloof, the mechanics of war beneath
their interests. No one was tempted to rethink military affairs.b Members of present-day
societies for the reenactment of medieval swordplay are passionate about its high quality. The
Australian historian Stephen Hand has attested that in 2001 he started researching actual
medieval techniques for the use of the large shield. “The system I discovered is based around
using the shield to close lines of attack, deflecting rather than blocking attacks. After about six



weeks of drills with this system I was untouchable. I have been to a few reenactments since
and have yet to be touched by anyone putting their twentieth-century intelligence to the
problem of how to use sword and shield. The historical system is so far advanced over what
modern individuals do that I was, frankly, shocked. Why should I have been shocked, though?
We’re modern amateurs, practicing a couple of times a week with no actual negative
consequences for losing. They were trained professionals who died if they got it wrong.”20Now
Archery is … being neglected in favor of swordplay: for of fence in every town there are not
only masters to teach it, with his provosts, ushers, scholars and other names of art and school,
but there has not failed also which have diligently and well-favorably written it, and is set out in
print that every man shall read it.—ROGER ASCHAM, Toxophilus, 1545How people choose to
defend themselves is as much part of national character as literature, costumes or cooking.—
RICHARD F. BURTON, The Sentiment of the Sword, 1911THERE IS A CLASSIC
PILGRIMAGE FOR ANYONE INTERESTED IN THE history of swordplay: traveling the fifteen
miles from Brussels to the small Catholic university town of Louvain. I have made the journey
twice, past the Place Herbert Hoover, on to the Place Ladeuze, and up through the fresh-
smelling, orderly corridors of the main library to the three rooms where I was allowed to delve
into the greatest specialist collection of books on fencing in the world.The collection was begun
in 1902, when an eighteen-year-old British schoolboy bought his first book about swords. Forty-
three years later, Archibald Harrison Corble had assembled his extraordinary library. “Archie”
Corble had been a good sabreur in his time, winning the British championship in 1922 and
competing two years later in the Paris Olympics. During his various sallies abroad he had
made several good friends in Belgium and was horrified to learn, just before he went to fight in
the Dardanelles campaign in 1915, that the invading German army had set fire to Louvain
University, razing its renowned library. After the war Corble made a name for himself as a
bibliophile and donated several books to Louvain. In 1940 the library was again set ablaze, this
time by Nazi warplanes. Corble decided that when he died his collection would go to the
university—and so in 1945 it did, almost two thousand books and manuscripts charting the
evolution of swordplay over three and a half centuries.This unique collection allowed me to
track the arrival of the fencing master and the introduction of a new weapon, the rapier, into the
alleyways and taverns of Europe, which led to a revolution in technique. Corble’s legacy is in
more than one sense a catholic assemblage, stretching through classic Italian works from the
fifteenth to nineteenth centuries on to Josef Muls’s 1929 study Melancholia, an examination of
that affliction in twenty of Belgium’s leading artists, a number of them fencers. If it touched on
swordplay, Corble was interested in it.UP UNTIL THE START OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
THERE MAY HAVE been two dozen or so manuals on fencing, but these were not widely read,
and masters, mainly army veterans, passed on a hodgepodge of techniques, mixing together
swordplay, dagger work, and wrestling moves—anything that would help their pupils survive.
Egerton Castle’s view was that “each individual master taught merely a collection of tricks that
he had found, in the course of an eventful life, to be generally successful in personal
encounters, and had practised until the ease and quickness acquired in their execution made
them very dangerous to an unscientific opponent.”1 All that was about to change.The oldest
extant work on fencing is a late-thirteenth-century German manuscript, “I 33,” now in the Royal
Armouries at Leeds, which in thirty-two leaves shows a monklike figure (sacerdos) giving
instruction to a pupil with sword and buckler, with short commentaries written in Latin. There
are also wrestling moves—monks at that time were famous for their excellence as wrestlers.
The next entry in Corble’s library is dated 1389 and ascribed to Johannes Liechtenauer, a
famous master at Nuremberg. Liechtenauer’s treatise is full of hints about feints, secret thrusts,



and surprise parries. Another German, Hans Talhoffer, compiled his Fechtbuch in 1443,
recording the rules for legal duels and other single combats. Talhoffer himself served as the
model for the book’s sixty-five illustrations, which mix swordplay with wrestling, tripping,
daggers, and cudgels; it is as much a manual for survival as a book about fencing.* Johannes
Gutenberg’s invention, in 1450, of movable type ignited an explosion of books on the “science
of fence”—from Perpignan (not then part of France) to Spain, Italy, and Germany. In
Elizabethan England the average edition of such a book was an amazing 1,250 copies—the
equivalent of a major best-seller today. By 1500 printers’ workshops could be found in every
important municipal center in Europe. A man born in 1453, the year of the fall of
Constantinople, could look back from his fiftieth year on a lifetime in which about eight million
books had been printed, more perhaps than all the scribes of Europe had produced since
Constantine named the city for himself in A.D. 330. As Elizabeth Eisenstein has pointed out, it
was teachers in particular who “benefited from the way their personal charisma could be
augmented and amplified by the printed word.”2 Between 1516 and 1884 more than five
hundred works about fencing were published. The Continent was agog.3The new science was
powerful enough to draw major artists to its aid: in 1512 Albrecht Dürer prepared a series of
123 etchings illustrating wrestling holds and throws and a further 58 engravings of fighting with
swords, staves, and daggers. But it was the Italians who were the leading theorists, and the
master most widely read abroad was Achille Marozzo. Styling himself “the Gladiator of
Bologna,” he published his Opera Nova in 1536. Marozzo was the first to establish a regular
system. Parrying with the blade is ignored; he describes instead how to deflect an attack either
with a dagger in the nonsword hand, with different forms of shields, or with a cloth wound
around the defending arm. He advised masters to insist their students swear an oath never to
fight their teacher and not to pass on what they had been taught without express permission.
Opera Nova sold out five editions over the next hundred years, and some of its illustrations
were still being plagiarized well into the eighteenth century.Marozzo was writing for teachers of
swordplay, but the demand for books on fencing was far broader than that. According to The
Book of the Courtier, published in Venice in 1528, any man of consequence should know about
all forms of weapons. The author, the great dandy and man of letters Baldassare Castiglione,
observed that the ideal courtier had to possess “strength, lightnesse, and quicknesse,” as well
as being able to handle every kind of sword, “for beside the use that he shall have of them in
war … there happen oftentimes variances between one gentleman and another, whereupon
ensueth a combat.” Castiglione’s Courtier, along with Leon Battista Alberti’s On Painting
(1435), which rewrote the rules of painting, were the most influential and widely read of all
Renaissance treatises. Fencing skills would now serve an ambitious gentry as a necessary
quality for social preferment, not only as a means of self-defense.IN 1553 CAMILLO AGRIPPA
PUBLISHED TREATISE ON THE SCIENCE OF Arms with a Philosophical Dialogue, with
engravings thought by some to have been provided by his friend and fellow fencer
Michelangelo.† His book was eagerly seized on by all who could read it—or at least appreciate
the illustrations. A noted architect (he built the famous obelisk in St. Peter’s Square in Rome),
engineer, and mathematician, Agrippa was an amateur fencer who had, Castle suggests,
experienced the practical side of swordplay “during many a personal encounter in the dark
winding Roman streets.” Sydney Anglo, too, notes that Agrippa was “a brawler, [and] ruffian”
but, free of the prejudices of a master, he was able to see the advantages of the thrust over the
cut. He was so proud of the mathematical and engineering knowledge he was bringing to the
problems of armed combat that he had himself depicted on the book’s frontispiece
demonstrating some mathematical nicety with a pair of compasses. But his insights were



genuine enough. Agrippa pointed out to his readers that it was far more effective to hold the
sword in front of the body, not behind it. Nor was it sensible for a right-hander to stand with his
left foot forward. Agrippa identified four basic guard positions. Prima (the “looking at your
wristwatch parry”) showed his pragmatism: it was the first parry a man could make after
drawing his sword. Taken with the other three, secunda, terza, and quarta, the parries
effectively quartered a fencer’s chest: upper and lower left, upper and lower right. Simple, but
effective.A marketplace melee, from a 1506 engraving by Lucas Cranach. Spectators lean over
a simple barrier. A tournament of this type would have been rare by the early sixteenth century.
(illustration credit 2.1)While Agrippa did not invent the lunge per se, he described a thrust
delivered by fully extending the sword arm forward and moving the rear foot back. By studying
the bobbing head movements of fighting cocks, he discovered the “disengage” (moving the
blade from one line of attack, where it is blocked by the opposing blade, into a line that is not
protected). This was possibly the first time animal movement had been used as an analogy of
human movement, evidence of fencing theory being on the intellectual cutting edge of its time:
Agrippa’s work was significantly original. As with previous theorists, however, he did not
challenge the way in which fencers fought by circling each other, like boxers, nor did he criticize
their “passing” (moving to one side) in both attack and defense, requiring several steps before
even getting within striking range.Another Venetian, Giacomo di Grassi, set out “the master
keys to fencing.” He divided the sword blade into various parts and reduced the number of
basic guard positions to three. His concern for a fencer’s sense of touch in parrying is
remarkable for its time, and he was equally farsighted in stressing the importance of distance,
and thus footwork. The psychological insights of his treatise The Art of Defence transformed
swordplay. No one had ever thought it possible to analyze a fight that might last only a few
seconds. Di Grassi argued that, indeed, most elements of a fight could be analyzed and that
the basic qualities of speed, balance, and efficient use of the body and mind could be
enhanced by training.Over the next few decades a series of Italian masters further defined the
structure of swordplay. In 1610 Rodolfo Capoferro of Siena opined that in choosing a weapon a
man should select a sword twice the length of his arm, a reminder that blades remained of
widely differing sizes; thus, when Hamlet demands in the duel scene, “These foils have all a
length?” it is not just an index of his suspicious nature but a question any good fencer might
have asked. Giuseppe Morsicato Pallavicini, in La scherma illustrata (1670), reported how
fencing was conducted day to day and describes the use of swords with protective buttons
—“which, when wrapped in leather, were about the size of a musket ball.” Each of these
masters contributed to making swordplay an autonomous activity, separate from the demands
of the battlefield—proof that if a new art has confidence enough it can leave behind the
assumptions that first gave it life.Illustrations showing the four guards described by Agrippa. It
is possible the artist was Michelangelo. (illustration credit 2.2)Much of the essential procedure
of fencing was now in place. The sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries saw people
responding to the Renaissance idea that man could improve himself by study and avidly
assimilating new ways of fighting.4 Even Martin Luther recommended fencing (along with
jousting and wrestling) to promote good health. Oakeshott is correct when he states that “the
period from about 1500 to about 1620 was the greatest for the sword as a weapon for
Everyman; no longer was its use a privilege confined to the knightly class.”5ITALY WAS THE
ACCEPTED WORLD LEADER. IN BOTH ENGLAND AND France skill in swordplay had been
a questionable attribute, and in the roughhouse of sixteenth-century Europe only gradually did
it become apparent that swordsmanship had become a necessity. By the middle of the
sixteenth century the vocabulary of fencing was Italian, and France was at best an eager



pupil.Renaissance Italy was eagerly receptive to original ideas, and its masters were quick to
embrace a new weapon: the rapier. A slender, double-edged sword, rarely less than four feet
long, it was developed in Spain in the early fifteenth century. Spaniards found they could go
about with these swords in comparative safety and began calling them espadas roperas
(“dress swords,” from ropera “clothing”), as they could be worn with ordinary civil dress. When
early in the sixteenth century the espadachines of Charles V overran Italy, they took their new
sword with them. The French condensed the name to rapière, the English to “rapier.”‡For the
next fifty years, a variety of swords, even two-handed ones, were termed “rapiers.” Then the
specialized rapier, a weapon ideally suited for thrusting, came into being. The blade was rarely
more than three-eighths of an inch wide and sometimes as much as fifty inches long, mounted
in a classic “swept” hilt—that is, curved back to protect the hand. The rapier’s unwieldy length
relegated the cut to a secondary action and made it prudent to combine it with a dagger or
cloak, which had by this time replaced the buckler (a small shield about twelve inches across).
Daggers were resilient, about a foot long, with thick blades and sharp edges, sometimes with
sawlike teeth set back like barbs. Duelists took to grasping their opponents’ rapiers with a
heavily gloved hand, and glovemakers responded by lining the palms of their gauntlets with
fine mail. For a Europe increasingly gripped by the mania for private dueling, the rapier became
the ideal weapon for settling scores.WHILE THE ITALIANS AND, FOLLOWING THEIR
EXAMPLE, THE French, English, and Germans, were discovering that simplification led to
progress, the Spaniards chose to make fencing an arcane and elaborate ritual. They could
have dominated Europe, but instead they produced “the most elaborate, and quite the most
ridiculous, treatise on fencing ever written.”7 This was the work of Don Jeronimo de Carranza,
a master based just south of Seville, who in 1582 published Libro que trata de la philosophia
de las armas, y de su destreza, y de la agressión y defensión christiana. The book, dedicated
to his king, Philip II, propounds a thesis so abstruse as almost to defy understanding.Carranza
explains that he created his system by applying the entire education of a gentleman—
mathematics, science, art, philosophy, and religion—to the management of arms. He called his
system “la destreza” (“the high art”) rather than “esgrima” (“fencing”) because it expressed “art
and skill at the highest level.” Science, he argued, must be applied to swordsmanship, and
above all the science of geometry. It is possible that he was influenced by the Muslim thinkers
who formed an integral part of Spain’s heritage—one of whom, the Tunisian-born Ibn Khaldun,
wrote in 1377 that “Geometry enlightens the intellect and sets one’s mind right. All its proofs
are very clear and orderly. It is hardly possible for errors to enter into geometrical reasoning,
because it is so well arranged and orderly.”8Just as Leonardo da Vinci had placed man in a
circle in his examination of human proportions in 1509, Carranza organized his doctrines
around a circle, whose radius bears a cryptic relation to the length of human limbs and
Spanish swords. In this “mystical” circle the vertical axis bisects the body, while a horizontal
chord is run through the outstretched arms. The circle is further inscribed in squares and
intersected by various chords that seem to stand for certain strokes and parries. The pupil was
expected to imagine a similar circle around himself and step from intersection to intersection,
guided by complicated calculations. Correctly implemented, Carranza believed, this process
guaranteed victory. Castle’s only comment was “How the Italian and French masters must have
laughed.” And so they did: several Elizabethan playwrights made “the magnificent Carranza”
the butt of jokes.THE SPANISH MASTER’S TEACHING WAS ONE THING, THE SPANISH
rapier another. In England, Elizabethan masters recognized that the new weapon was more
lethal than any other available, and they professed as much in their work. Throughout the land
men wanted to know about this new arm, “set out in Print that every man may read it.”9 It was



said that there were four Spaniards to every Englishman on the streets of London, each a
walking advertisement. Raphael Holinshed, the historian whose chronicles so informed
Shakespeare, could write, “seldom shall you see one of my countrymen above eighteen or
twenty years old go without a dagger at least at his back or side.… Our nobility wear commonly
swords or rapiers with these daggers, as does every common serving man also.”10§ Well
aware that young men versed in swordsmanship would be a valuable asset in wartime, Henry
VIII granted letters of patent to the best-known teachers in the country enabling them to form a
new, royally sanctioned academy. On July 20, 1540, he granted a license to certain “Masters of
the Noble Science of Defense,” simultaneously outlawing independent practitioners. He forbade
anyone who was not a member of his new institution from teaching and obliged all members to
swear not to instruct murderers, thieves, or other undesirables. (In recent times English
international teams adopted a Tudor rose as part of their costume, in recognition of Henry’s
patronage.) To help keep the peace, a proclamation declared that no remarks or comparisons
could be made about anyone engaged in a fencing bout. Nine original masters, together with
eleven provosts, were duly registered. They created four ranks, neatly appropriating the
language of the universities: scholar, free scholar, provost, and master, with ascent through the
ranks based on success in “prizefights.”The effect of Henry’s initiative was immediate. Within
five years, Roger Ascham would complain, in his classic treatise on archery, that the bow and
arrow were “being neglected in favor of swordplay.”11 The new academy forged ahead.
Applicants to the Masters of the Noble Science of Defense were divided into ranks by
experience; and examinations and the payment of hefty fees were required at each stage. A
minimum of seven years of study was required before one could apply for provost, then a
further seven before contending for the Master’s Prize.“Playing the prize” (hence the modern
term “prizefight”) was the phrase used for the highly physical matriculations. The applicant was
expected to take on all the masters within a certain jurisdiction with at least six different
weapons on a scaffold erected in the marketplace. The examination was brutal, lasting two or
three days, and thus requiring stamina as well as skill. The City of London’s records show that
when a scholar applied for guild admission the crowds were so great that nearby businesses
shut down for the day. The masters would gather at theaters and taverns just outside the city
limits: in Bishopsgate, Holborn, Ludgate Hill, and Newgate. Severe outbreaks of the plague,
such as the epidemic that took more than seventeen thousand lives in the summer of 1593,
occasionally curtailed performances, as well as limiting the number of prizes contested within
the city.Despite the popularity of these contests, the standing of masters remained on a par
with that of jugglers, actors, and other vagabonds. Swordplay had been discouraged in
England in the Middle Ages, especially in large towns, since it so often led to bloodshed. As far
back as the reign of Edward I (1272–1307) there had been fencing schools of a sort. In 1281,
and again in 1310, these establishments were banned from London “under pain of
imprisonment for forty days.” The instructors were commoners, never noblemen, and often little
better than hired thugs, providing their services to those who preferred not to fight themselves.
On the Continent, such men were called free fighters or freelances. In the instance of a duel
insisted on by the courts, an appellant might hire a proxy—in England a “pugil,” in France a
ferrailleur, in Italy a bravo—or seek professional tuition to improve his chances. Before long,
expert duelists were committing all manner of crimes, confident that they could “prove” their
innocence simply by defeating their accusers—for the right to call for trial by combat was not
formally repealed in England until 1819.On the whole, though, the demand was for instruction,
whether for self-protection or for self-advancement. By Henry VIII’s time, commoners were able
to raise the money needed to become a master of fence. Once qualified, a reasonable living



was assured: Sir Philip Sidney wrote to his brother urging him to “practice the single sword,
and then with the dagger, let no day pass without an hour or two such exercise.” Another
contemporary advised young gentlemen to put aside two crowns (120 pennies) a month for
lessons—a considerable investment at a time when good beer cost a penny a quart.Italian
teachers continued to enjoy wide popularity. The French royal family employed Italian masters,
and French and German aspirants continued to study in Italy. Mostly, the English followed suit,
but while aristocrats might attend Italian schools, a fierce rearguard action was waged in favor
of the traditional cutting sword with its heavy double-edged blade, which was seen as more
manly and more English. “Sword and buckler fight,” says a character in Henry Porter’s play The
Two Angry Women of Abington, “begins to grow out of use. I am sorry for it. I shall never see
good manhood again. If it be once gone, this poking fight with a rapier and dagger will come
up. Then the tall man—that is, a courageous man and a good sword-and-buckler man—will be
spitted like a cat!”The argument between edge and point, between aggressive Italian thrust
and the more defensive English style, raged for nearly fifty years. The only surviving English
fencing manual from the sixteenth century was written by the ultraconservative, formidably
combative, and unashamedly xenophobic George Silver. He viewed swordplay as a practical
military art and extolled English methods in his Paradoxes of Defence. Italian methods he
dismissed as “school tricks and juggling gambols,” the rapier itself as “a childish toy wherewith
a man can do nothing but thrust … and in every moving when blows are a dealing, for lack of a
hilt is in danger to have his hand or arm cut off, or his head cloven.” Rapier play was not only
dangerous but unmanly: a thrust could be parried “with the force of a child.” True Englishmen
should “cast off these Italianated, weak, fantastical, and most devilish and imperfect fights, and
by exercising their own ancient weapons, be restored … their natural, and most manly and
victorious fight again.”12 For all its invective and hyperbole, Paradoxes of Defence did
emphasize the importance of real combat conditions and pointed out some of the limitations of
the rapier.Silver’s protestations notwithstanding, the rapier attained swift ascendancy, bringing
with it a new fashion in finery. In 1571, the thirteenth year of Elizabeth’s reign, “began the long
tucks and long rapiers,” records a contemporary chronicler, “and he was held the greatest
gallant that had the deepest ruff and the longest Rapier. The offence to the eye of one, and the
hurt that came … by the other caused Her Majesty to make proclamation against them both,
and to place selected grave citizens at every gate, to cut the ruffs and break the Rapier’s points
of all passengers that exceeded a yard in length of their rapiers, and a nail of a yard in depth of
their ruffs.”13 The modern equivalent would be policemen at every street corner with a
mandate to cut overlong hair and confiscate switchblades. One thing was clear: the rapier
derived its popularity both from its capacity to menace and its value as a fashion
accessory.Based on the widespread enthusiasm for Italian culture in general, the upper
classes succumbed to the new craze for rapiers, and several leading Italian masters came to
England, including Vincentio Saviolo, Rocco Bonetti (whose pupils, according to Silver, “wear
leaden soles in their shoes, the better to bring them to nimbleness of feet”), and Jeronimo
Rocco (“Rocco the Younger”), said to have translated Grassi into English. Between them they
taught in their adopted country for thirty years. “Teachers of offense,” Silver called them,
complaining that these foreign experts were receiving as much as a hundred pounds for a
course of lessons—more than six times the year’s pay of an army captain. Hit in pride and
pocket, one disgruntled master, Austen Bagger, went armed with sword and buckler to
Bonetti’s house “and trampled upon him,” deciding only at the last minute to spare his life.14
On another occasion, Saviolo was invited by a master in Wells to visit his school of defense but
refused in so insulting a fashion that the master boxed his ears and emptied a mug of ale over



him. Both Rocco the Younger and Saviolo continued to speak slightingly of English
swordsmanship, so Silver and his brother Toby challenged them to a public contest on stage. It
was the first time such a challenge had been issued. The Italians, having no wish to imperil
their position, declined to meet it. As for the unfortunate Jeronimo Rocco, it is said that an
Englishman named Cheese, spying him in a coach with his girlfriend and, thinking it “a happy
and obvious occasion for calling on him to fight” (the two men had long been at odds), went to
the carriage, forced Rocco to fight him, and soon ran the Italian through, killing him
outright.Fighting had become an everyday activity—men skirmished in the streets, in theaters,
in print. “Soon anyone wanting to be a good swordsman had to join a school of fence,” Castle
records, and aristocrats were happy to take lessons from plebeian masters. In addition to
straightforward sword-work, schools taught disarms, tripping, and wrestling moves—less useful
perhaps in a formal duel but vital when suddenly attacked in an alleyway or dark passage.
These schools, meanwhile, became havens for assassins and cutpurses, and Castle
speculates that “brutal revelry, as well as darker deeds,” likely took place in comparative safety
behind their walls. A contemporary is more direct: “Dead men, with holes in their breasts, were
often found by the watchmen, with their pale faces resting on doorsteps or merchants’ houses,
or propped up and still bleeding, hid away in church porches.”15Between 1490 and 1550 vast
numbers of swords were produced throughout Europe, at increasingly affordable cost. Sword
deaths from personal quarrels rose accordingly. As London doubled in size to 200,000
inhabitants between 1580 and 1600, it saw a vast influx of restless young men. By 1586 the
city had at least eight major fencing schools and many more smaller, less formal venues of
instruction. In many towns the art of arms fell so low, taught by whoever considered himself
capable of passing on advice, that the fencing master was also the dancing instructor—or even
the local dentist. Both Henry VIII and Elizabeth passed vagrancy acts requiring fencers to have
“respectable occupations to satisfy the law”—but to little avail. The playwright Christopher
Marlowe was at one point charged with manslaughter after a rapier and dagger duel involving
one of his closest friends; in 1593 he was killed in peculiar circumstances in a tavern brawl.
Five years later, Ben Jonson was penning his play Every Man in His Humour (Bobadill: “You
shall kill him, beyond question: if you be so generously minded.” Matthew: “Indeed, it is a most
excellent trick!”) � when he killed a fellow actor, Gabriel Spencer, in a rapier duel. He was
arraigned at the Old Bailey in October 1598, where he pleaded guilty, being released by
“benefit of clergy” (a one-time plea that any literate person could employ), forfeiting his “goods
and chattels” and being branded on his left thumb.The urban calendar was littered with
holidays, which became an excuse for punch-ups and attacks on brothels and bathhouses
(frequently sited close to fencing establishments) or houses belonging to foreigners. Gangs
roamed the streets, bearing down on anyone who stood in their way. Their swaggering manner
led to their being called “swashbucklers,” from the clattering sound they made bashing their
dueling shields.a Fencing thugs, or “sword men,” became the bullies of city life—and England
was hardly alone. The French government banned all fencing schools in Paris. In Germany
swashbucklers were called “Schwertzucher,” “Eisenfresser” (“Ironeaters”), or “Raufdegen.” A
fifteenth-century German woodcut, “The Fencing Hall and the Brothel,” shows fencers
practicing with two-handed swords while women lure them with cries of “Come with us into the
bath and enjoy yourself. You’ll have such a good time you won’t want to leave.” A Portuguese
swordfighter fell afoul of the authorities for practicing his skills on a passing breeches-maker
whose hat he cut in two.16Italians were more notorious still. The year 1498 saw the birth of
Giovanni delle Bande Nere, the son of a Medici. Giovanni became the leading mercenary of his
day and introduced the ambush into military use (so becoming, in the confined spaces of an



ambush, an expert swordsman). Dubbed “Capitano di ventura”—“captain of fortune”—he
changed sides constantly and, after the death of Leo X, a Medici relative, took up arms against
the new pope. Papal favor was not unimportant: Benvenuto Cellini came to be admired as
much for his swordplay as for his sculpture, and Pope Paul III had to explain away “Benito’s”
killings by declaring, “Men unique in their professions like Benvenuto are not subject to the
laws.” Michelangelo Caravaggio (1571–1610) might have agreed; blessed with a hair-trigger
temper, in 1606 he killed a man over a squabble about a tennis-match wager, piercing him
through the penis, and was forced by the Vatican to flee Rome.A fencing school and bathhouse
circa 1464. (illustration credit 2.3)Caravaggio’s weapon was the rapier, as it had been for so
many before him; it was the weapon that finally brought about the triumph of the thrust over the
cut. In itself, it was deadly, but after some seventy-five years of near supremacy it became
outmoded. Spanish fencers continued to use it, as they continued to follow Carranza’s precepts
up until the opening years of the seventeenth century. Elsewhere, however, after its high
season, the rapier lost its place in popular esteem. Over the mid–seventeenth century, while
the Spanish clung to their great discovery, modifying it slightly into a new version, the bilbo,
across the rest of Europe the rapier was shortened and lightened; but it was still too long for
easy use, and the fencing world looked around for new inspiration.SHAKESPEARE IS SAID
TO HAVE LEARNED TO FENCE AT THE BLACKFRIARS Theatre, most probably under the
instruction of Vincentio Saviolo, who had arrived in London when the young playwright was
twenty-six. Shakespeare took his fencing seriously, on at least one occasion, in 1589, ending
up on the wrong side of the law when accused of being caught in public in an affray, his sword
in hand. Elizabethan audiences watched the style and execution of stage fights with keen
interest: it was not unusual for unruly members of the audience to join in the action onstage,
and eventually an ordinance was passed banning the wearing of swords to the theater. In 1596
James Burbage, the leading actor of Shakespeare’s company, bought the lease of the fencing
school he had been attending and annexed it to Blackfriars Theatre; Shakespeare was one of
his partners. Two years later the playwright, along with a theatrical group that included
Burbage’s two sons, decided to move the company to a less expensive site on the south bank
of the Thames. Their old landlord expected (not unreasonably) that the building itself would
remain where it stood. During the Christmas holiday, however, the group, armed with swords,
dismantled Burbage’s theater piece by piece and transported it to the new site.bWhile other
playwrights offered up fight scenes in profusion—John Webster would give an entire play-
within-a-play to swordfighting in Love’s Graduate—until Shakespeare no one had used the
swordfight so well, or for such a variety of purposes. There are 437 references to “sword” in the
Shakespearean canon (though, interestingly, only five to “duel”), and in play after play
swordfights occur center stage.Sometimes Shakespeare makes fun of the whole business, as
when Slender, in The Merry Wives of Windsor, clumsily bruises his shin “playing at sword and
dagger,” or when Sir Andrew Aguecheek takes on a disguised Viola in Twelfth Night. In As You
Like It Touchstone, the outlawed jester, famously ridicules the newly formed rules that applied
to formal challenges, listing “the retort courteous … the quip modest … the reply
churlish … the reproof valiant … the countercheck quarrelsome … the lie circumstantial … the
lie direct,” while pertinently adding, “Your ‘if’ is the only peace-maker; much virtue in ‘if.’ ”There
are other, more deadly encounters: Antony challenges Octavian to a duel in Antony and
Cleopatra, Iago wounds Cassio in a brawl in Othello. There is a trial by combat in Henry VI,
and in the opening scene of Richard II Shakespeare portrays the historic charge of treason
made by Henry Bolingbroke, Duke of Hereford, against Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk,
challenging him to public combat. “What my tongue speaks, my right drawn sword may prove,”



Henry declares.By that, and all the rites of knighthood else,Will I make good against thee, arm
to arm,What I have spoke, or thou canst worse devise. (I, i, 80–82)The most dramatic of
Shakespeare’s swordfights, however, comes in Act III, Scene 1 of Romeo and Juliet with
Mercutio’s duel with Tybalt. The verse provides a vivid description of an exchange with rapier
and dagger (or perhaps cape):He tiltsWith piercing steel at bold Mercutio’s breast;Who all as
hot, turns deadly point to point,And with a martial scorn, with one hand beatsCold death aside,
and with the other sendsIt back to Tybalt, whose dexterityRetorts it. (III, i, 173–78)The
scene is also Shakespeare’s chance to make fun of the Spanish school of rapier play. Mercutio
derisively exclaims as he prepares to take on Tybalt that his opponent is “a villain who fights by
the book of arithmetic.”Above all, there is Hamlet’s duel with Laertes. Though a considerable
literature exists covering this most famous of stage fights, critics disagree on what is meant to
take place: how are the two swords swapped convincingly? Few eyewitness accounts of
Shakespeare’s plays survive, and there is not a single description of any of his fights; but we
are given clues. Hamlet uses a rapier:HAMLET: What’s his weapon?OSRIC: Rapier and
dagger.HAMLET: That’s two of his weapons—but well. (V, ii, 144–46)Hamlet is an
expert fencer and (although earlier in the play he admits to being much out of practice, a
possible slip on Shakespeare’s part) expects to win:HORATIO: You will lose this wager, my
lord.HAMLET: I do not think so. Since he [Laertes] went into France I have been in continual
practice. I shall win at the odds. (V, ii, 210–13)Shakespeare would have
choreographed the “scuffling” called for in the text as something like close-quarter wrestling
(the two men would have been far closer to each other than we are used to)—so two rapier
players could easily have found themselves deadlocked and able to grasp each other’s sword
hand. The lunge had not yet come to England—attacks would have been by “passes,” in the old
style. If the swordfight were not done convincingly, the Elizabethan audience would mock or
boo the actors offstage. And so the greatest play ever written climaxes in a swordfight, at once
exciting, exactly described, and crucial to the outcome of the drama. It is impossible not to thrill
to that moment in Act V, Scene 1, so full of foreboding and menace:KING: Come, begin,And
you the Judges beare a wary eye.HAMLET: Come on Sir.LAERTES: Come on Sir.They play.*
Wrestling continued to have a place in swordfighting well into the seventeenth century. One of
the first treatises on the sport is dated 1727, The Inn-Play or Cornish-Hugg Wrestler, by Sir
Theo Parkyns of Bunny Park, Nottinghamshire. Alongside entries such as “Buttock truly
Perform’d” and “Your knee in his ham To prevent his throwing his Head in your Face” are
several fencing instructions, including “wrestling of use in duels” and “I illustrate how useful
Wrestling is to a Gentleman in Fencing.” At one point Parkyns writes, “Play-wrestling is just like
French fencing, which runneth much upon falsifying, taking and spending of Time.”† The great
artist and Agrippa certainly fenced together, but did Michelangelo undertake the illustrations for
his friend? The fencing historian Malcolm Fare recently purchased a copy of Agrippa’s book,
previously owned by Giuseppe Molini, librarian to the Grand Duke of Tuscany. It bears an
inscription on the reverse of the title page by the sixteenth-century poet Torquato Tasso,
presumably also a fencer, that runs, “le figure intagliate da Michelangelo Buonarroti.” Although
some historians have doubted that Michelangelo was responsible for Agrippa’s illustrations,
citing instead Giovanni Stradanus (born Jan van der Street of Holland), the artist remains
unknown; we can only speculate.‡ The Spanish word for “sword,” espada, is one obvious
association of swords with spades. Another is to be found in playing cards. An invention of the
Chinese, cards were divided into suits and symbols in the fifteenth century. Even before the
invention of printing, the northern Italians produced hand-painted decks of seventy-eight Tarot
cards, whose court cards included a king and queen of swords. The Germans were the first to



mass-produce playing cards, changing the Italian suits of swords, batons, cups, and coins to
leaves, acorns, bells, and hearts. Then the French did away with the Tarot’s twenty-two trumps,
reduced the deck to fifty-two cards by combining knight and page into a single jack, and
introduced spades, hearts, diamonds, and clubs. These suits reflected the structure of
medieval society: spades (or swords) for the warrior aristocracy, hearts (cups or chalices) for
the Church, diamonds (coins or bartered treasures) for the merchant class, and clubs (batons)
for agriculture, or the peasantry. The French were also the first to name court cards after
particular historical or mythical characters. The king of spades is the biblical King David, who
carries the sword belonging to his most celebrated victim, Goliath; the queen of spades, the
only armed queen, is Pallas Athena, Greek goddess of wisdom and war; and the jack of
spades, shown in profile carrying a beribboned pike, is Oger the Dane, a knight of
Charlemagne. The jack of clubs is Lancelot, from King Arthur’s Round Table.6§ The rapier is
said to have been introduced to England in 1587 by one Rowland Yorke, a desperado who in
January of that year betrayed Fort Zutphen in the Netherlands to the Spanish. As Holinshed
was writing the year before Yorke is meant to have made his introduction and other references
can be found as far back as 1570—they are even listed in the armory of Henry VIII in 1540—
there is reason to doubt that gentleman’s place in history. More reliably, William Camden, in his
Annuals of the Queen (1615), stated that Yorke introduced a particular way of fencing with the
rapier, thrusting beneath the girdle, which had previously been considered unmanly. Yorke was
evidently treacherous in matters both large and small. � Act IV, Scene 7. The play is full of
swordfights, and in this same scene Bobadill sets himself up as a fencing coach, well able to
teach “your Punto, your Reverso, your Stoccata,” and a host of other Italianate moves.a
Another reprobate, Roger le Skirmisour, is said to have given his name to the English
language, having been called up before the Lord Mayor of London early in the fourteenth
century for keeping a fencing school of dubious character. Certainly the old military name for
mercenary or irregular troops, “skirmishers,” is similar to the French word for fencers,
escrimeurs, but “skirmish” has a long history, going back to its Indo-European roots (the
American Heritage Dictionary lists more than forty words in the same family, including “scrum”
and “scaramouche”). It is more likely that Roger took his name from the word than the other
way around.b Shakespeare’s brushes with the law have long fascinated other writers. In Tales
of the Jazz Age F. Scott Fitzgerald has a story, “Tarquin of Cheapside,” about a struggling writer
toiling away when a ruffian, on the run from “two murderous pikemen … with short swords
lurching and long plumes awry,” with whom he has had a fierce passage of arms, arrives at his
door and begs to hide in his loft. The ruffian, “a grey ghost of misty stuff,” is of course
Shakespeare, who admits he is something of a writer himself—he is at work on a long poem,
The Rape of Lucrece. But the narrator is too preoccupied with his own efforts to take much
notice, and soon “Soft Shoes,” as he dubs his visitor, “flashes through a patch of moonlight”
and sets off back to “the black lanes of London.”17He goes forth gallantly. That he and Caesar
might Determine this great war in single fight!—CLEOPATRA, IN SHAKESPEARE’S Antony
and Cleopatra, IV, iv, 36–37Men may account a duello an honourable kind of satisfaction, yet it
is but a scarlet or a grained kind of murdering.—SIR FRANCIS BACON, Letters, 1614THE
WORD “DUEL” COMES FROM THE LATIN DUELLO, MADE UP OF bellum (“conflict”) and duo
(“two”). A duelist was defined by Noah Webster as “one who fights in single combat.” To the
eighteenth-century Scots philosopher David Hume, a duelist was “one who always values
himself upon his courage, his sense of honor, his fidelity and friendship”—curiously leaving out
the business of fighting altogether.1 An 1884 study of dueling, The Field of Honor, opts for “a
professional fighter of duels; an admirer and advocate of the code duello.”2 Perhaps it is best to



settle on a combination of all three.Unlike the early medieval tournaments, the scuffles
between individuals in a pub-room argument, or the clan combat Sir Walter Scott describes in
such convincing detail in The Fair Maid of Perth, the duel was fought within an imposed set of
conventions. An artificially staged encounter, it was deliberately confined by formal restrictions
and, as such, was the truest precursor of fencing. The two would overlap and borrow from each
other over the centuries.Dueling dominated the landscape of swordplay for more than a
thousand years. A number of historians cite David and Goliath, Achilles and Hector, and Turnus
and Aeneas as early duelists, but they were individual combatants engaged in a national
quarrel: David and Goliath in the age-old struggle between Jews and Philistines; Achilles and
Hector representing Greece and Troy; Turnus and Aeneas as rivals for Lavinia—but each with
a whole army behind him. What we think of as duels were virtually unknown in the ancient
world; Tacitus comes nearest, with a description in the Germania.3 The Greeks and Romans
had very different conceptions of what it was to be courageous: Plato for one defines courage
as “the virtue of fleeing from an inevitable danger.”It is a matter of record that Antony sent a
challenge to Octavius Caesar, but most historians date the origins of the duel to A.D. 501. That
was when Gundebald, King of Burgundy, under pressure from a relentless bishop, drew on pre-
Christian precedent to declare the wager of battle a recognized judicial proceeding. He argued
that since God directed the outcome of wars, it was only right to trust in His providence to favor
the just cause in private quarrels as well. (Gundebald must also have been aware that perjury
was regularly being committed under the existing system of trial by oath.)* His Lex
Burgundiorum combined Celtic, German, and Roman traditions into a single code. Victory in
combat would be admissible as proof of integrity in all legal proceedings in lieu of swearing;
women, invalids, men over sixty, and boys under fifteen would be exempt, and later so were
priests. Why Gundebald expected God to have a freer hand in duels than elsewhere is unclear;
perhaps he was guided by the belief that in a one-on-one contest God would be cornered and
would have to see that justice was done. In any event, his “trial by battle” (also called trial by
combat or wager of battle) soon became the norm throughout Europe. Duels were used to
decide even the most arcane and academic conflicts, so that in Toledo, in 1085, a duel
determined whether Latin or Mozarabic rites should be used in the liturgy (the Mozarabic
champion won).A class of proxy fighters, known as “champions,” emerged. It was a dangerous
way to earn a living, as a losing duelist would have his right arm chopped off. The accused was
kept just out of sight, a noose around his neck; if his champion lost, he would immediately be
hanged or burned to death. As trial by battle spread, commoners were restricted by
circumstance or by law to fighting on foot with wooden staves, while mounted combat and
swordplay became the preserve of the nobility. Combats never started before noon, the
accuser entering from one direction, the defendant from the other. The litigants would swear
that they had no magic charms or potions about them (a primitive form of drug testing). Then,
at the marshal’s command, the challenger would fling down the “feuding glove” before his
opponent, who would accept the challenge by picking it up.If the accused could keep the fight
going until the stars came out, he would win his suit. Spectators were commanded to be silent,
on penalty of losing a limb. When a combatant was wounded or thrown, his opponent would
usually kneel on his chest and, unless asked for mercy, drive his sword through a joint in the
armor. Those last moments, waiting for the sword to slide through one’s visor, must have been
terrifying. The victorious knight would rarely raise his opponent’s visor, as it would have meant
looking into his victim’s eyes. The impersonality of armor had its advantages.Early on the
Church took a stand against judicial combat: Stephen IV condemned all duels, and the Council
of Valencia, in 855, threatened combatants with excommunication. But within three years



Nicholas I pronounced dueling “just and legitimate” and abbots and priors began taking their
share of the confiscated goods of a defeated combatant, sometimes even fighting themselves.
Their weapon of choice was the mace, on the false premise that it did not shed blood (it is
difficult to crush an opponent’s skull cleanly). In 967 the Council of Ravenna declared judicial
combat acceptable, citing David’s triumph over Goliath as evidence of divine sanction. A
century and a half later, there were even formulas for Church blessings of duels,5 and a
handful of saints were thought to be particularly effective if prayed to over a duel’s outcome.
Bishop Liutprand of Cremona was said to maintain a duelist whose function was to corroborate
the truth of the bishop’s statements. Certain monasteries, such as some around Paris in the
fourteenth century, maintained special fields equipped with walls and viewing stalls expressly
for staging judicial duels, with the monks renting out facilities as required.The end of a trial by
combat. Outside the enclosure lies the armor of earlier contestants. (illustration credit
3.1)However, the practice continued to worry the Church’s conscience, and vacillation
gradually resolved into outright condemnation. Further councils—from Limoges in 994 up to
Trent in 1563—reemphasized the Church’s abhorrence of dueling, and a series of early-
Renaissance popes—Alexander III, Celestine III, Julius II—declared that they would
excommunicate any sovereign allowing it. Similar pronouncements were made by Gregory XIII
(1582), Clement VIII (1592), Alexander VII (1655), Benedict XIV (1752), Pius IX (1869), and
Leo XIII (1891). None worked; as one writer put it, the warlike spirit took to the duel just as the
carcasses of horses produce worms. Dueling evidently appealed to something in man that
could not be reined in, even by the threat of losing his immortal soul.Such a threat was a real
one. A notable “champion for hire” was the Chevalier d’Andrieux, who by the time he was thirty
had killed seventy-one men. His next opponent boasted, “Chevalier, you will be the thirteenth I
have killed.” D’Andrieux replied, “And you my seventy-second”—and suited his action to the
word. D’Andrieux added to his reputation by regularly disarming his rivals and forcing them to
forswear God, at the point of his sword and on the promise of their lives. On hearing their
enforced blasphemy he would then run them through—in order, he said, to have the pleasure
of dispatching body and soul in one.† The judicial duel continued to be practiced, until in 1386
a duel was fought that had such an appalling outcome that even the most unquestioning began
to lose faith. Jacques LeGris was accused by his old friend Jean Carrouges of raping Jean’s
young and beautiful wife, Marguerite, while Carrouges was away in Paris. LeGris protested his
innocence, and after an inconclusive trial lasting several months the Parlement de Paris
decreed that a duel be fought—in the presence of Charles VI. The two men met on December
29 a quarter of a mile north of Paris, on grounds owned by a Benedictine priory, watched by a
crowd of around ten thousand. Marguerite, dressed in a long black robe, stood nearby on a
scaffold, knowing that should her husband lose she would be burnt at the stake as a “false
accuser.” After a fierce fight, first on horseback then on foot, Carrouges thrust a dagger through
a gap in LeGris’s armor and mortally wounded him. The dead man’s body was dragged off by
the executioner, to be hanged in chains from a nearby gibbet. Not long after, a man arrested on
other charges admitted to the rape, and rumors spread that Carrouges had forced his wife to
accuse the wrong man to avenge an old quarrel. This was the last duel to be officially
sanctioned by the Parlement de Paris, and, in France at least, such encounters lost divine
authority.One of the last judicial duels in England took place in 1571, under Queen Elizabeth I.
A man named Paramour applied for trial by combat over certain disputed manorial rights, and
his opponent accepted the challenge. The Court of Common Pleas had no choice but to
process the application. The queen, anxious to avoid bloodshed, ruled that the suit be settled,
but the duel had to proceed, as required by law. On the morning in question, officers



assembled at Tothill Fields in London before a crowd of more than four thousand. Each side
had a champion, the petitioner fielding a well-known fencing master named Henry Nailer. When
the plaintiff failed to show up, his absence was declared an abandonment of claim, but Nailer
suggested that he and the opposing champion, to “show some pastime” to the gathering,
should fight each other anyway. His invitation left his adversary unimpressed, and the
disappointed crowd dispersed. However, the law remained on the statute book until it was
cynically employed one last time, in 1817, by a man accused of murdering a girl by her
younger brother. The boy was too young to fight a duel, and as no one else could be found to
take his place the charges were dropped. Finally, on March 22, 1819, the judicial duel was
abolished by Parliament. The accused man, shunned by the public, emigrated to America,
where he soon died. The last recorded duel fought in England was in 1845, between a
lieutenant Marine and an army captain, James Seton, who was killed.DESPITE THESE
EXCEPTIONS, BY THE END OF THE THIRTEENTH century the duel of law had given way to
the duel of chivalry. Initially this was a public encounter between two knights, usually on
horseback, to settle a disputed possession or a point of honor. A code of chivalry was drawn up
by Philip the Fair of France in 1306, and his precepts were further elaborated by Richard II and
James I.Generally, kings ignored the claims of chivalry at their peril. During the Third Crusade,
Richard I (r. 1189–99) allied himself with his brother-in-law, Henry the Lion of Brunswick, and
trampled on the banner of his fellow crusader Leopold of Austria. The German Emperor Henry
VI commanded Richard to meet Leopold in single combat, but Richard declined, saying that
Henry had no authority over him. Within months, Richard was shipwrecked off the coast of
Aquileia and delivered into Leopold’s hands. The emperor ruled that because Richard had
failed to give satisfaction he should be kept in prison. He was released only after he had paid a
heavy ransom and done public homage. This account has not yet found its way into Robin
Hood mythology.A similar violation of knightliness and judgment was made by the French king
Francis I. In 1527 Francis reneged on a treaty with Charles V, the Holy Roman Emperor.
Charles responded by sending back a message that he would henceforth consider Francis a
base violator of public faith and a stranger to the honor and integrity befitting a knight. Francis
immediately challenged Charles to a duel, which the emperor readily accepted, only to find the
French king frantically backpedaling: Francis’s challenge had been mere “gasconade,” as windy
threats were known. After that, kings and other rulers learned to leave their quarrels to
diplomats and soldiers.When people wanted to fight but had no legal case to settle, they
appealed to the chivalric code, which, with its strict rules, made dueling respectable. Once the
formalities of chivalric dueling grew irksome, the “duel of honor,” most often private, even
secret, and held at some out-of-the-way spot, without rules or umpires, became chivalry’s
awkward child. At first, “duels of honor” were anything but—they were free-for-alls, known as
“killing affrays” or “duelli alla macchia.” Books on fencing warned of men carrying sand in their
pockets to throw into their opponents’ faces and advised against shaking hands with anyone
whose sword was already drawn, lest it immediately be used against them. But over time
successful duelists gained something of a reputation, and the ability to vanquish numerous
opponents became a mark of honor.One such celebrated duelist was James Crichton (c. 1560–
c. 1583), a noble-born Scot who was so prodigious in body and mind that by the age of twenty
he could speak eleven languages (Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Chaldaic [the Babylonian tongue],
Italian, Spanish, French, Flemish, German, Gaelic, and English). He could also dance, sing,
and play “all sorts of instruments,” according to Sir Thomas Urquhart, his first and most likely
unreliable biographer.6 Contemporary portraits depict Crichton as a handsome man, despite a
red birthmark on his right cheek. He had a passionate attachment to tilting, concerts, cards,



dice, and tennis, and “his memory was such that anything that he heard or read he could
reproduce without an error.… Nor were his accomplishments as a fencer and as a
horseman … less remarkable.” In 1577 he set out on a tour of Europe.At the University of
Paris, his fellow students pinned a notice on the main gate at the College of Navarre
announcing, “If you would meet with this Monster of Perfection, to make search for him either in
the tavern or bawdy-house, is the readiest way to find him.” Crichton parried this friendly thrust
by announcing that in six weeks he would present himself to respond, in public examination, in
any one of his languages, to whatever question put to him, “in any science, liberal art,
discipline, or faculty, whether practical or theoretic.” On the day appointed, he was examined
from 9 A.M. till 6 P.M. before a large audience and performed with such brilliance that he was
dubbed “the Admirable Crichton” ever after. The next day he carried all before him in a tilting
competition at the Louvre.7He served for two years with the French army and traveled to
Genoa, where he built on his reputation as a brilliant orator; then, in 1582, he moved to
Mantua. That city hosted a much-feared Italian bullyboy—in Urquhart’s words, “of a mighty,
able, strong, nimble and vigorous body; by nature fierce, cruel, warlike and audacious, and in
the gladiatory art … superlatively expert and dangerous.” He would travel Europe challenging
all comers for a stake of 500 gold pistoles—about £400 then, a startling figure: the equivalent
of about £150,000 ($250,000) today. (Some seventy years before, Henry VII had offered a prize
of just £10 to any Englishman who “discovered land to the West.”)By the time Crichton arrived
in Mantua, this champion had taken on three local opponents over three days, killing the first
with a thrust to the throat, the second by a lunge through the heart, and the third by running
him through the belly. The Duke of Mantua was “much grieved” that he had granted his
protection to such a brute, and Crichton, learning of the duke’s alarm, offered to fight the self-
proclaimed champion in the presence of the Mantuan court. The duke gave his consent,
rapiers of equal length and temper were selected, and the start of the duel was signaled by the
firing of a sixty-four-pound cannonball. Both men fenced in shirts and drawers and in their bare
feet.Crichton immediately settled on defense, while his adversary—unusually, we have no
record of his name—went through his entire repertoire: “he changed guard from tierce to
quarte, he tried prime and seconde, he tried in high line and low line, and twisted his body into
all the shapes he could to break through the Scot’s defense, but to no avail.”8 Amid it all, the
“sweetness of Crichton’s countenance,” in stark contrast to his opponent’s enraged panting,
charmed the court and had the ladies in a flutter (two are said to have swooned).
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Nathaniel, “The perfect starter for a novice sword enthusiast. I first read this book back in
highschool, and I finally decided to grab a copy for my own. It's a good book, with lots of
information across multiple aspects of the sword, from their creation, to their use, to their
history, to their cultural importance. It's a few years old and slightly out of date, with a few
factual errors in some of the smaller aspects, but the average person and neophyte sword
enthusiast would find this to be an excellent starter and base upon which to build their
knowledge. Again, it isn't perfect (nothing is), but the is a vast amount of information I'd simply
never have been able to find out more about without already having vague details and
keywords floating about in my head from this book.On the whole, it's the perfect starter book
for someone who just wants to learn more about swords, and an excellent source of general
information and a useful source for anyone who's already fairly deep into the subject.”

Corey, “Intriguing historical read. Well written and very interesting work of history. Enjoyed all
the amusing side stories that the author has uncovered from the depths of historical archives,
as well as his own perspective.”

Dylan Myers, “Historical book for modern fencing. This is a very comprehensive overview of
sword evolution in Europe, touching a little bit on the Mediterranean and Asia, but it is mostly
focused on Modern Olympic fencing and its history. The entire last third of the book is
exclusively about fencing, with earlier chapters establishing things that Fencing would later
adapt. It you're looking to know about specific weapons like katanas, long swords, etc. this isn't
the book for you, but if you're just starting your research into swords, it isn't a bad place to start.”

KG, “Interesting history of duels and swordplay.. I enjoyed reading this book. It contained a very
thorough discussion on the history of dueling across continents, countries and cultures. I never
truly appreciated how much the art of dueling, especially the art of swordplay, was so intimately
interwoven in many historical societies until I read this book.”

rparmacek, “To Know and Love the Sport. Someone once said "to win the game is great, to
play the game is greater and to love the game is greatest." In Richard Cohen's book "By the
Sword" it is clear that the author truly loves the game. If you have been a fencer or are yet a
fencer you to will love this wonderful book. If you are not or never have been a fencer you will



learn about the history of fencing, the excitement of fencing and even some of the problems
that the sport is struggling to overcome after thousands of years. It was and is a martial art
often engaged in for life and death in the past to now an Olympic sport for what often seems
like life and death in competition on the fencing strip..As an American I have often felt badly
that there was little reference material available to an American participant or lover of this
ancient sport, as it modernizes through technology, to become more fascinating and TV
watchable to the average sport fan. This book changes much of that chasm of
knowledge.Cohen, an Olympic fencer, understands the skills required, the spirit needed and
the inner glow and satisfaction that fencing can bring to you. As a history of the sword and its
uses during the centuries this is a must read. For an individual interested in the sport of fencing
it is an inspiration. En garde!!”

Martin Turner, “Fencing - the new rock and roll?. Of all the weapons of war and combat, the
sword has fascinated more and for longer than any other. 'By the Sword' is an entertaining,
informative and eminently readable journey through the history of swordsmanship from
gladiators to Olympic athletes, taking in the antics of famous swordsmen and swashbuckling
filmstars, and including an interesting (but hopefully not too helpful) section on how to
cheat.Somebody wrote recently in the Times that fencing is the new rock and roll. Its comeback
in the film business, and particularly the work of Bob Anderson on -- among others -- the Lord
of the Rings and others gets due treatment in this book.Whether you are a fencer, or a former
fencer, or a lover of interesting stories and interesting characters, this is a book to linger over
long winters evenings or bright spring mornings.”

Alison Hinton, “Great value for money.. Great book.Hubby loves it.Came early.Would
recommend this book and company.”

Mr. M. N. Ziff, “Go on, or why would you be looking!. As your looking at this book I will belive
you are interested in the subject, so go ahead put it in your basket & proceed to check-out.
You'll be happy you did. Only possible drawback is it's not a light weight read.”

daniel, “Five Stars. A very interesting book well produced and informative”

Gary, “A1 product. Recommended.. A1 product. Recommended.”

The book by Richard Cohen has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 115 people have provided feedback.
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